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TOWN OFFICIALS
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT (2 yr. term )
Matthew J. Locke (Alton) 1990
Alice S. Ziegra (Alton) 1990
MODERATOR (2 yr. term )
George B. Roberts, Jr. 1990
SELECTMEN (3 yr. term)
Elizabeth A. Bedard *
David H. Russell 1990
Henry V. Page, Chairman 1991




TOWN CLERK (1 yr. term)
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS (3 yr. term)
George F. Kelley 1990
Daniel W. Webster 1990
Raymond Scheublin 1991
Melba C. LaRoche 1991
Winston M. Barney 1992
REPRESENTATIVES TO LAKES REGION PLANNING COM .
Carolyn M. Baldwin 1990
Donald P. Kelley 1990
BOARD OF EDUCATION (3 yr. term )
Susan M. Roberts *
David S. Osman 1990
Michael J. Robinette, Chairman 1990
Herman Kardinal, Jr. 1991
Anne H. Onion 1992
Ralph G. Forsyth 1992
TRUSTEES OF LIBRARIES (3 yr. term )
Margaret M. Burns *
Pauline E. Downing 1990
Carolyn M. Kelley 1990
Marion S. Mclntyre 1991
BUDGET COMMITTEE (3 yr. term)
George A. Boley 1990
David W. Allen 1990
Robert L. Potter 1990
Francis C. White 1990
Philip E. Mclntyre 1991
Frank C. Bosiak 1991
Leslie A. Forsyth 1991
Paul J. Hempel, III *
Muriel S. Robinette 1991
Walter H. Skantze, Chairman 1992
Winston M. Barney 1992
George F. Kelley 1992
Richard J. Hartman 1992
Susan E. Boley, Secretary
* Resigned
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TRUSTEES OF CEMETERIES (3 yr. term )
Marion S. Mclntyre 1990
Mildred H. Aylward 1991
Howard L. Osier, Chairman 1992
APPOINTED COMMITTEES
PLANNING BOARD (3 yr. term )
John L. Dickey *
David W. Allen 1990
Finn P. Posner 1990
Carolyn W. Baldwin, Chairman 1991
George Twigg, III 1991
Chester T. Francis 1992
Donald P. Kelley 1992
Bruce A. Marriott, Selectman
Sarah C. Thorne, Alternate 1990
Gilbert D. Boyd, Jr., Alternate 1991
Douglas A. Gamsby, Alternate 1991
Candace L. Daigle, Administrative Ass't.
Kammie Anderson-Ferre, Executive Ass't.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (3 yr. term )
David S. Osman *
Pauline L. Marriott 1990
Howard L. Osier 1990
Daniel W. Webster 1991
Nancy H. Hemlin 1991
S. Reid Warren, III *
Robert L. Spotts, Chairman 1992
David Maciel, Alternate 1991
Donald R. Jenkins, Alternate 1991
Rachel F. Pickowicz, Executive Ass't.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION (3 yr. term )
Richard E. Bohannon 1990
Gordon W. Russell 1990
Nancy B. Rendall 1991
Bruce R. Hamblett 1991
William L. Foster, Chairman 1992
Dana A. Aylward 1992
* Resigned
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PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION
Gary Lines, Chairman 1990
Cheryl D. Stafford 1990
Nancy R. Stearns 1991
Suzanne B. Schott 1991
Nancy J. Lines 1992
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION (3 yr. term )
Margaret 0. Nighswander 1990
Perry W. Onion 1990
George B. Roberts, Jr., Chairman 1991
David W. Allen 1992
Henry V. Page, Selectman
William Angevine, Alternate 1991
Rachel F. Pickowicz, Executive Ass't.
BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS
Earl E. Guyer, Jr., Chairman 1990
Raymond M. Daigle 1990
Paul J. Hempel, Jr. 1991
Wayne N. Gustafson 1992
George Shute, Clerk 1992




Mildred H. Aylward 1990
Eleanor Pickowicz 1990
Barbara B. Huston 1990
Jean E. Chmielecki 1990
ADVISORY BOARDS
HIGHWAY COMMITTEE
Philip E. Mclntyre Richard J. Hartman
Herman Kardinal, Jr. Maurice E. Stearns
Robert L. Potter Harold J. McClary
Paul G. Stroud
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TOWN BUILDING COMMITTEE
Helene E. Roberts, Chairman
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Gilmanton in the County of Belknap
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilmanton Elementary School in
said Gilmanton on Tuesday, the Thirteenth day of March, next at Ten of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Article 2: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V & VI for an
optional veteran's examption and an expanded qualifying war service for
veterans seeking the exemption? (The optional veterans' exemption is $100
rather than $50.00.) (By Petition)
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. a as proposed
3a. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Foreword to reference the Gilmanton Master Plan "as up-
dated" and delete reference to the 1982 Edition.
Purpose:
This will reference all editions of the Gilmanton Master Plan, not
just the 1982 Edition.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. b as proposed
3b. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article III.H. to add that all excavations must be in confor-
mance with the RSA 155-E and the Gilmanton Earth Excavation
Regulations.
Purpose:
This will require that all earth excavations comply with the existing
Gilmanton Earth Excavation Regulations and NH State RSA 155-E.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. c as proposed
3c. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article IV., Table 1 to arrange the existing uses into alpha-
betical order.
Purpose:
To arrange the title of existing uses into alphabetical order to provide
a clearer form of reference.
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Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. d as proposed
3d. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Articles V.l. and V.2. to delete references to specific Sections
of the Subdivision Regulations.
Purpose:
The reference would remain to the Gilmanton Subdivision Regula-
tions but would alleviate the need to change the Section numbers
when the Subdivision Regulations are amended.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. e as proposed
3e. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Articles XIV & XV by reversing their existing order.
Purpose:
Switch the order of the Articles so that the "Definitions" Article
remains at the end of the Ordinance.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. f as proposed
3f. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article IV., Table 2, by adding the following Footnote:
"Common lots or other lots permanently preserved as open space
may be exempted from the minimum frontage and lot size require-
ments at the discretion of the Planning Board, but shall be accessed
by a permanent Right-of-Way no less than 30' wide."
Purpose:
This will allow the creation of certain restricted lots, under approval
by the Planning Board, which would not be required to meet the
existing frontage and lot size requirements.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. g as proposed
3g. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article V.2. to include restrictions on the community water
and/or sewerage disposal systems in cluster residential developments.
Purpose:
This will require Planning Board approval for the use and placement
of community water and/or sewerage disposal systems in cluster
residential developments.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. h as proposed
3h. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article V.9. to include the existing language under Article V.,
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Table 2, which provides that Individual lot sizes may be reduced
provided that the balance of acreage required for conventional lot-
by-lot development is held in open space according to the terms set
forth in Article V of this Ordinance.
Purpose:
This will copy language that already exists under Article V., Table 2,
into the Cluster Residential Development section for clarification.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. i as proposed
3i. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, definition of "Lot" to:
"A lot is a parcel of land occupied or to be occupied by one main
building and the accessory buildings or uses customarily incident to
it. A lot shall be of sufficient size to meet minimum zoning require-
ments for use, coverage, and area, and to provide such yards and
other open spaces as are herein required. Such lot shall have frontage
as required by this Ordinance."
Purpose:
Amend definition of "Lot" to clarify what constitutes a "Lot."
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. j as proposed
3j. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, definition of "Lot of Record" to:
"A lot which is part of a subdivision approved by the Gilmanton
Planning Board and recorded in the Belknap County Registry of
Deeds. Also a lot or a parcel described by metes and bounds, the
description of which was so recorded prior to zoning (1970) provided
that such lot or parcel, if contiguously owned with another lot or
parcel shall be merged unless each parcel meets current zoning and
subdivision requirements except as provided under RSA 674:39."
Purpose:
To clarify what constitutes a "lot of record" and to reference the
requirements of RSA 674:39.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. k as proposed
3k. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, to add:
"Continguous Parcels: Continguous parcels held under the same
ownership are considered merged unless each parcel meets current
zoning and subdivision requirements except as provided under RSA
674:39."
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Purpose:
This will copy a definition which currently exists in the Subdivision
Regulations.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed
31. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, to add:
"Water Bodies: Including rivers, streams, creeks, brooks, lakes,
dammed waters and natural ponds."
Purpose:
This will provide a definition of Water Bodies in this Ordinance.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. m as proposed
3m. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, to add:
"Wetlands: Lands containing soils classified by the National Coop-
erative Soil Survey as poorly drained, very poorly drained, including
fresh water marshes and alluvial soil or lands containing soils classi-
fied as poorly drained (group 5) or very poorly drained (group 6) by
an one-site high intensity soil survey."
Purpose:
This will provide a definition of Wetlands in this Ordinance.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. n as proposed
3n. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XIV. Definitions, to add:
"Woodlot: A Woodlot may be used for forestry and woodlot
management purposes only and may not be used for building or
development purposes until such time as all applicable zoning and
subdivision regulations are met and approval of the Gilmanton Plan-
ning Board is granted. Such lot must meet all requirements of the
Subdivision Regulations."
Purpose:
To copy the definition which currently exists in the Subdivision
Regulations.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. o as proposed
3o. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article XV.A. to increase the shore frontage required for a
water front lot from the currently required 100 feet to 150 feet.
Purpose:
This will increase the required shore frontage on lots proposed for a
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single family dwelling with direct water access and whose shore
frontage is part of the dimension of the lot.
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. p as proposed
3p. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article IV., Table 2, Waterfront setbacks, to require:
Setback From Water Bodies and Wetlands:
Buildings 100 feet
Purpose:
This would increase the existing building setback from 40 feet to 100
feet. It would also clarify that the setback is from water Bodies and
Wetlands instead of from the previous "high water line."
Art: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. q as proposed
3q. by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
Amendment:
Amend Article IV., Table 2, Waterfront setbacks, to require:
Setback From Water Bodies and Wetlands:
Septic Systems 125 feet
Purpose:
This would add a setback requirement from water for septic systems
of 125 feet. It would also clarify that the setback is from Water
Bodies and Wetlands instead of from the previous "high water line."
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES WILL BE ACTED UPON AT THE
GILMANTON SCHOOL ON SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1990, AT 1:00
P.M.
Article 4: To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to incur
debts for Temporary Loans in anticipation of taxes.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, receive and expend Federal and State grants which may become avail-
able during the course of the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b, and
also to apply for, accept and expend money from any other governmental
unit or private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may
legally appropriate money.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Hundred Seventy-eight Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Dollars to
defray general governmental expenses which include: T.O. Salaries, T.O.
Expenses, Election and Registration, Cemeteries, General Government
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Buildings, Reappraisal of Property, Legal Expenses, Insurance and FICA
and Retirement. ($278,950.00)
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty-two Thousand One Hundred Twenty Dollars for Planning & Zon-
ing. ($22,120.00)
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Hundred Forty-six Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-five Dollars for the
Gilmanton Police Department. ($146,955.00)
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Sixteen Thousand Dollars for the purchase of a new 1990 Police Cruiser.
($16,000.00)
Article 11: If Article 10 passes, to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell by sealed bid or public auction and convey one 1986
Ford Police Cruiser.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Hundred Thirty Thousand Five Hundred Ninety-two Dollars for the
Gilmanton Fire Department. ($130,592.00) (Selectmens Recommendation
$129,577.00)
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Ten Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars for the purchase of
Rescue Tool, for Gilmanton Fire Department. ($10,975.00)
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Hundred Dollars for Civil Defense and Damage By Dogs. ($300.00)
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Hundred Fifty-seven Thousand Eight Hundred Forty-one Dollars to
defray costs for the highways, streets and bridges which include: General
Highway Expenses, Highway Block Grant Aid, Summer Maintenance,
Winter Maintenance and Asphalt for Sealing. ($357,841.00)
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Seventy-one Thousand One Hundred Forty-one Dollars to be added to
Highway Block Grant Aid for contracted road improvements. ($71,141.00)
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Nineteen Thousand Six Hundred Thirty-two Dollars for the purchase of
two Sanders for the use of the Highway Department. ($19,632.00)
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars for the purchase of Wing Blades
for the use of the Highway Department. ($3,700.00)
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Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty-Three Thousand Dollars for the purchase of one one-ton truck for
the use of the Highway Department. ($23,000.00)
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars for the purchase of one used Loader Back-
hoe for the use of the Highway Department. ($25,000.00)
Article 21: If Article 20 passes, to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell by sealed bid or public auction and convey one 1978
John Deere Loader.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eighteen Thousand Dollars to hire a Town Administrator. (Not recom-
mended By The Budget Committee)
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Seventeen Thousand Dollars for the Tax Map Renumbering. ($17,000.00)
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eight Thousand Four Hundred Fifty Dollars for the purchase of one Ballot
Counter. (Not Recommended By The Budget Committee)
Article 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Hundred Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty Dollars for
maintenance and supervision of Solid Waste Disposal, as required by State
Law. ($117,820.00)
Article 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Clerk to
collect a motor vehicle registration surcharge, the amount of which is set
forth in RSA 261:153, as follows:
$5 for heavy vehicles, including mobile homes and house trailers, heavy
trucks and truck-tractors whose gross weight exceeds 18,000 pounds, and
buses;
$3 for automobiles, light vehicles including trucks and commercial mo-
torized vehicles including tractor trailers; and
$2 for special use vehicles including all-terrain vehicles, agricultural and
farm vehicles, historic vehicles and 2-wheeled vehicles including mopeds,
motorcycles, and non-motorized car and boat trailers;
And further, to require the Town Clerk to deposit the surcharge into a
town reclamation trust fund, which is hereby created pursuant to RSA 149-
M:13 a, to be held by the Town Treasurer in a separate account, and to be
spent under the direction of the Selectmen to pay for the collection and
disposal of used motor oil, motor vehicle batteries and motor vehicle tires
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from vehicles registered by Town residents; any excess in the fund may be
used for the recycling and reclamation of other types of solid waste.
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand One Hundred Thirty-Six Dollars to defray expenses
for Health and Welfare which includes: Hospitals, Animal Control, Gen-
eral Assistance, Belknap-Merrimack Community Action Program, Lakes
Region Community Health Agency and Lakes Region Family Services
($25,136.00).
Article 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eleven Thousand Three Hundred Dollars to defray expenses for Culture
and Recreation, Patriotic Purposes and Conservation Commission.
($11,300.00)
Article 29: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
convey by sealed bid or auction all or any substandard non-conforming lots
in Sawyer Lake, Shellcamp and Valley Shores to abutters only.
Article 30: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen,
beginning on the date of the 1991 annual meeting, to have our Road Agent
Elected by Ballot and not Appointed as occurred 1989 Town Meeting. (BY
PETITION)
Article 31: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand One Hundred Fifty-Five Dollars and Fifty-Five Cents for
the Youth Services Bureau Court Diversion Services for first offenders (an
effective alternative to the juvenile court system) and other youth oriented
programs, i.e. The Challenge Course, the Youth Companion Program and
short-term counseling. BY PETITION (Not Recommended By The Budget
Committee)
Article 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eighty-Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Sixteen Dollars for payment on Prin-
ciple and Interest on Long Term Notes. ($89,916.00)
Article 33: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Thousand Dollars for payment of Interest on Tax Anticipation
Notes. ($20,000.00)
Article 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Thousand Six Hundred Forty-five Dollars annual dues to retain mem-
bership in the Lakes Region Planning Commission. BY PETITION (Not
Recommended By The Budget Committee)
Article 35: To see if the Town will vote to designate and proclaim April
22, 1990, as EARTH DAY 1990, and to set aside that day for public
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activities promoting preservation of the global environment and launching
the "Decade of the Environment." BY PETITION.
Article 36: To see if the Town will direct the New Hampshire State
Legislature to enact legislation to provide an alternative source of funding
for education, the revenues from said legislation to be used exclusively for
education to provide substantial relief for local property taxpayers. BY
PETITION
Article 37: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any
votes relative thereto.
Given under our hands and seal, this Nineteenth day of February, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and Ninety.




A true copy of Warrant — Attest:
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Gilmanton in the
County of Belknap and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilmanton School in said district
on Tuesday, the Thirteenth day of March, 1990, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon to vote for District Officers:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
Polls will not close before 7:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at
the annual Town Meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 297:A) and adopted
by the District.
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MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
MARCH 14, 1989
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator at 10:00 A.M. The
warrant was read and it was voted to hold the adjourned meeting of the
articles of the warrant on March 18, 1989 at 7:30 P.M. at the Gilmanton
Elementary School. Ballots were unsealed by the Clerk and given to the
ballot inspectors for counting. The ballot box was shown to the voters as
being empty. It was voted top open absentee ballots at 7:00 P.M. and to
close the polls at 7:00 P.M.
ART. 1 By ballot, 552 BALLOTS CAST.
2 By ballot. (SEE RESULTS OF BALLOTING)
3 By ballot.
ART. 4 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to incur debts for Temporary
Loans in anticipation of taxes.
ART. 5 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and
expend Federal and State grants which may become available during the
course of the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b, and also to apply for,
accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or private
source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money.
ART. 6 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Forty-
two Thousand Three Hundred Ninety-eight Dollars to defray general gov-
ernmental expenses which include: T.O. Salaries, T.O. Expenses, Election
and Registration, Cemeteries, General Government Buildings, re-appraisal
of property, Planning and Zoning, Legal Expenses, Insurance, FICA and
Retirement. ($242,398.00)
ART. 7 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand
Dollars to be added to the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund previously
established, and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend $30,000.00
($30,000.00)
ART. 8 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Four
Hundred Eighty-six Dollars to become a member of Lakes Region Planning
Commission. ($2,486.00)
ART. 9 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Fifty-
nine Thousand Five Hundred Ninety-nine Dollars to defray costs for public
safety which includes: Police Department, Fire Department, Building In-
spection & Ambulance, Civil Defense and Damage by Dogs. ($259,599.00)
As amended by $16,000 for Fire Safety Equipment.
ART. 10 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand
Dollars for the purchase of a new 1989 Police Cruiser. ($16,000.00)
ART. 11 Voted to Authorize the Selectmen to sell by sealed bid or
public auction and convey one 1985 Ford Police Cruiser.
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ART. 12 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred
Twelve Thousand Seven Hundred Forty-seven Dollars to defray costs for
the highways, streets and bridges which include: General Highway Ex-
penses, Highway Block Grant Aid, Summer Maintenance, Winter Mainte-
nance and Asphalt for Sealing. ($312,747.00)
ART. 13 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Forty-five Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Dollars to be added to Highway
Block Grant Aid for contracted road improvements. ($145,550.00)
ART. 14 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to trade in one John Deere
Grader and to purchase a new Grader and to raise and appropriate a sum
not to exceed Eighty-five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars for said pur-
chase. ($85,500.00)
ART. 15 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Eighty-one Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty Dollars for maintenance and
supervision of Solid Waste Disposal, as required by State Law.
($181,960.00)
ART. 16 Voted to adopt the following regulations relating to the Town
Dump:
1. Only refuse generated within the Town may be placed, left or
deposited at the Gilmanton Town Dump.
2. Only residents, or persons or entities owning property within the
Town, may use the dump, except by special permit obtained from
the Board of Selectmen.
3. Violation of this By-Law shall be punishable by a fine up to
$1,000.00 per offense.
ART. 17 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand
Six Hundred Ninety-seven Dollars to defray expenses for Health and Wel-
fare which includes: hospitals, Animal Control, General Assistance, Bel-
knap-Merrimack Community Action Program, Lakes Region Community
Health Agency and Lakes Region Family Services. ($16,697.00)
ART. 18 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand
One Hundred Twenty-Five Dollars to defray expenses for Culture and
Recreation which includes: libraries, Parks & Recreation, Patriotic Pur-
poses and Conservation Commission. ($11,125.00)
ART. 19 Voted to create a capital reserve fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 for the acquisition of the fee simple, purchase of development
rights or conservation easements (and other costs associated therewith) for
the permanent protection of undeveloped land, and to allocate the 1989
Land Use Change Tax (current use change penalties) received by the Town
to this fund up to a maximum of $20,000: and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to be the agents to expend said fund for said purposes.
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ART. 20 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-five Thousand
Dollars in order to supply pressurized water to the sprinkler system at the
Academy to meet Life Safety Code. ($65,000.00)
ART. 21 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey Lot 27S
Lakeshore Drive to Steven Hall for $2500.
ART. 22 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey, by public
auction Lot 1483 tax Map 10 (3 1 W-Sawyer Lake Store) acquired by the
Town by Tax Collector's Deed. Such sale by the Selectmen shall be adver-
tised by publication in two newspapers widely circulated in the Town and
notices shall be sent to all property owners at Sawyer Lake in their June Tax
bills of the sale. (As Amended)
ART. 23 Voted to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of one mobile
home acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed. This is the mobile
home only and does not involve the land upon which it sits.
ART. 24 Voted to discontinue a section of Town Road, previously old
Rt. 106, from the Belmont Townline south to the new Rt. 106. (State
Highway reference 56T00 and the Belmont-Gilmanton Townline) approx-
imately 1300 ft.
ART. 25 Voted to amend the current building and fire code which
includes the 1984 BOCA Basic Building Code, and the 1985 Life Safety
Code: 101, adopted in 1986, to the following codes and standards.
BOCA NATIONAL BUILDING CODE (1987)
BOCA NATIONAL FIRE PREVENTION CODE (1987)
NFPA LIFE SAFETY CODE: 101 (1988)
NFPA NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE (1987)
ART. 26 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety-two Thou-
sand Nine Hundred Ninety-four Dollars for payment on Principle and
Interest on Long Term Notes ($92,994.00)
ART. 27 Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars for payment of Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes. ($10,000).
ART. 28 There were no reports of any Committees to be heard.
The following motion was made:
WE MOVE THE ADOPTION OF THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL:
We, the towns-people of Gilmanton, NH, assembled in the Town Meeting
this 18th day of March, 1989, desire to take this opportunity to express our
thanks and appreciations to Mrs. Gloria R. Munsey for her outstanding
services to the Town of Gilmanton as Ballot Inspector for the past twenty
eight (28) years (1960-1988).
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The exceptional qualities of these services were especially manifest by her
timely and efficient guidance, supervision and inspection of balloting pro-
cedures over the years. The demonstrated qualities of loyalty and devotion
to the responsibilities of her position were such as to reflect great credit to
herself and were major contributions to the orderly process of voting and
counting of votes.
We further move that a copy of this testimonial be spread upon the
permanent records of this meeting.
Respectfully proposed,
Election Officials of The Town of Gilmanton.
This testimonial was passed and Mrs. Gloria R. Munsey received a standing
ovation from the Town Meeting.





A recount of the School Board vote was requested by William Philpot, Jr.,
a candidate for same. The recount was held in the Selectmen's Office on
March 18, 1989 at 9:00 A.M. Present were the Selectmen, the Moderator,
the Town Clerk, Mr. Philpot and Mr. Forsyth. The result of the count was:
Ralph G. Forsyth had 326 Votes (1 less than original count) Anne H. Onion
had 332 Votes (5 less than original count) and William Philpot, Jr. had 302
(2 less than original count). Ralph G. Forsyth and Ann H. Onion were
declared elected and took the oath of office prescribed.
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
AUGUST 12, 1989
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, at 8:00 A.M. The
warrant was read and he announced the opening of absentee ballots at the
closing of the polls, 4:00 P.M. The Town Clerk gave the ballots to the ballot
clerks for counting.
Article 1: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Gilmanton Zoning Ordinance.
PURPOSE: State Law now requires that Gilmanton permit Mobile
Home Parks and Subdivisions to exist in most residentially districted land
areas within the Town. This amendment will bring the Zoning Ordinance
into compliance with that recently enacted State Statute, RSA 674:32,
regarding same.
If adopted, this amendment would combine the existing Rural 1 and
Rural 2 Zones into one zone, the "Rural" Zone, and allow Mobile Home/
manufactured Housing Parks and Subdivisions throughout that Zone (but
not on individual lots). Currently, Mobile Home/manufactured Housing
Parks and Subdivisions are allowed in the Rural 2 and Business Zones.
AMENDMENT: Amend Article II.A. Districts: Article ll.B Zoning
Map; Article IV Zoning District Regulations, Tables 1 and 2: and Article
VI.A. 3 Mobile Home/Manufactured Housing Parks and Subdivisions in
the newly configured Rural Zone consisting of the Rural 1 and Rural 2
Zones.
92 YES 15 NO
Having the plurality of all votes cast this article was adopted.
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Elizabeth R. Smithers 492*
Town Treasurer
Evelyn O. Forsyth 474*
Selectman
Bruce A. Marriott 459*
Tax Collector
Elizabeth R. Smithers 485*
Library Trustee
Margaret M. Burns 481*
Trustee of Trust Funds
Winston M. Barney 441*
Budget Committee (3 years)
Winston M. Barney 397*
Richard Hartman 395*
George F. Kelley 416*
Walter H. Skantze 426*
Budget Committee (2 years)
Muriel S. Robinette 402*
Trustee of Cemeteries (3 years)
H.L. Pete Osier 453*
Trustee of Cemeteries (2 years)
Mildred H. Aylward 468*
Trustee of Cemeteries (1 year)
Marion S. Mclntyre 481*
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It was voted to have the office of Town Clerk combined with the office of
Tax Collector, thereby creating a new office of Town Clerk-Tax Collector
to be held by one individual for a term of three years. This position will be
elected at the Town Meeting in March, 1990. According to RSA 41:45-a.
Yes 266* No 116
*Having the plurality of all votes cast, declared elected by the Moderator
and took the oath of office as prescribed by law.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth R. Smithers, Town Clerk.
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
JANUARY 1, 1989 - DECEMBER 31, 1989
Auto Permits, 1989 $179,023.00
Title Fees 749.00
Dog Licenses Issued 2,282.50
UCC Filing Fees 466.00
Vital Records 720.00
Candidates Filing Fees 9.00
DMV Sticker Fees 5,125.50
Total $188,375.00
Remittances to Treasurer
Auto Permits, 1989 $179,023.00
Title Fees 749.00
Dog Licenses Issued 2,282.00
UCC Filing Fees 466.00
Vital Records 720.00
Candidates Filing Fees 9.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1989
Description:
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries Land & Bldgs.
Furniture & Equipment
Gilmanton Academy Land & Bldg.
Furniture & Equipment
Fire Departments Land & Bldgs.
Equipment
Highway Department Land & Bldgs.
Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Park & Playground Land & Bldgs.
Elementary School Land & Bldg.
Furniture & Equipment


















Land Acquired Through Tax Collector's Deeds:
Land, Loon Pond Rd., 21 a. abutting Land of Joyce
Picard, Shanty & Wing Land, Rt. 106, 5.5 a.
Foss Land, Geddes Rd., 27.5 a.
Maxfield Land, off Stage Rd., 8 a.
Shaw Land, of Stage Rd., 4 a.
Ayers Lot, Stage Rd., .2 a.
Lock Land, Rt. 140, 3.9 a.
Land abutting Thompson Land, Mtn. Rd.
Land, Meadow Pond Rd.
Land, Pancake Rd. 1 a.
Land off Guinea Ridge Rd., near Boy Scout Land, 3.1 a.
Davis Land, Meadow Pond Rd., .33 a.
Land, Old Range Rd., 86.5 a.
Land, Rt. 107 by Sawyer Lake Rd., 4.3 a.
Ladd Land, John French Rd., 6.5 a.




161X & 162X Berry Ave.
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42L, 15V, 17V, 48V, 49V & 50V Deer Dr. 17,500
5N Brook Ave. 1,400
U Dock Rd. 3,420
11Y & 12Y Fir Ave. 2,750
13F, 16F, 26F, 27F, 35F, 39F, 51F, 35T, 36T, 59T
& 47F Fox Dr. 24,850
242X Grape Ave. 1,900
99, 26S, 50S, 179X, 63S & 64S Hemlock Dr. 13,700
7C Lake Ave. 1,550
262X & 263X Laurel Ave. 4,100
208X Peach Ave. 1,600
218XPear Ave. 2,100
174X & 184X Plum Ave. 2,500
288X & 299X Rose Ave. 3,600
6Y Willow Ave. 1,000
7 Sawyer Lake Rd. 2,350
Shellcamp Pond Lots:
3 & 10 Abnaki Path 3,200
3, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19 Arrowhead Land 4,000
13, 19 & 21 Deer Run 2,000
12 Flintlock Circle 1,050
27S & 55W Lakeshore Dr. 8,950
1, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17 & 18 Montauk Way 4,850
21 Musket Trail 750
4 & 5 Pennacook Lane 1 ,400
11 & 19 Powder Horn 1,600
4, 7, 8, 16 & 18 Tamarack Trail 3,150
20, 23 & 25 Warbonnet Lane 3,500
23 between Deer Run & Warbonnet Lane 350
Valley Shore Lots:
A51 Chestnut Hill Dr. 3,600
A55 & A56 Chestnut Hill Dr. 6,750
86S Valley Shore Dr. 4,850
92S Valley Shore Dr. 2,650
A41A Woodhill Dr. 3,150
All Other Property:
Beach & Boat Ramp, Loon Pond Rd. 7,550
27W Hemlock Dr., Sawyer Lake, gift to Cons. Comsn. 6,150
Town Forest, Gale Rd. 24,400
Gravel Pit, Crystal Lake Rd. & Pine Rd. 11,300
Land between Old & New Rte. 140, corner Mid. Rte. 15,200
Total Property $2,495,420
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1988
Fire House Serial Note — 5.7%
Issued May 1, 1972 - Original Amount - $50,000.00
Interest Principal
1990 May 1
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FINANCIAL REPORT DECEMBER 31, 1989
Assets
Cash in hand of Treas., 12/31/89 $1,012,238.82
Accounts due to the Town:
State & Fed'l. Forest
Lands Tax
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989 - (JUNE 30, 1990)
TOWN OF GILMANTON, N.H.
-DR.-
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1988 1987 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes Beginning of $ 76,626.04 $ 38,748.62
Fiscal Year:
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town During Fiscal $236,488.62
Year:
Subsequent Taxes Paid:
Interest Collected After Sale/Lien Execution: 7,964.88 4,694.18 7,607.65
Redemption Cost
Total Debits 244,453.50 81,320.22 46,356.27
-CR.-
Remittance to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS TO
OTHER PURCHASERS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989 - (JUNE 30, 1990)
TOWN OF GILMANTON, N.H.
-DR.-
Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1988 1987 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes Beginning of
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989 - (JUNE 30, 1990)




Uncollected Taxes — Beginning of Fiscal Year; (1)
Property Taxes $ $595,435.92
Land Use Change Tax 6,924.91
Yield Taxes 1,894.04
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $ 3,822,120.00





a/c Property Taxes 2,054.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 4,678.66 25,128.86
Total Debits 3,872,138.68 629,383.73
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989 - (JUNE 30, 1990)
TOWN OF GILMANTON, N.H.
-CR.-
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes





Land Use Change Tax
Deeded Property
Uncollected Taxes End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Summary of Receipts



















From Income from Depts.
From GIW Fire Dept.
From GIW Fire Dept.
From Farmington Nat'l. & Savs
From Refunds
From Refund from Insurance
From Sale of Town Property
From Interest on Deposits
From Maplewood Subdivision
From Gilford Fire Dept.
From Capital Reserve Funds
Total Receipts
Total Payments
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
From Local Taxes:
1989 Property Taxes
Previous Year Property Taxes
Land Use Penalties
Interest on Property Taxes
1989 Yield Taxes
Previous Year Yield Taxes





Interest, Tax Sales Redeemed











From Local, except Taxes
Selectmen, Pistol Permit Fees 228.00
Sale of Town Property 5,270.00
Town Clerk 188,375.00
Income from Departments 20,565.18
GIW Fire Dept. Firehouse Bond 2,998.75
GIW Fire Dept. Reim. Rescue Vehicle 24,906.00
Farmington Nat'l. & Savs. Bank,
Tax Anticipation Loans 1,500,000.00
Refunds 1,847.00
Refund from Insurance 2,371.60
Interest on Deposits 67,121.42
Maplewood Subdivision 1,912.05
Gilford Fire Dept., Reim. 1,336.15
Capital Reserve Funds, Revaluation 55,219.11
From State:
Road Toll Tax Reim. 71.67
Forest Lands Reim. 721.61
Forest Fires Reim. 97.64
State Revenue Dist. 76,746.87
Block Grant Aid 72,747.37
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
TOWN BUILDINGS FUND - PHASE II
RECEIPTS
Contributions $ 12,348.00




Farmington National & Savings
Bank, Charge For Checks 67.26
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1989 $ 12,502.54
Evelyn Forsyth, Treasurer
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SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
1. Town Officers Salaries 28,700.00
2. Town Officers Expenses 66,331.82
3. Election & Registration Expenses 1,770.77
4. Town Buildings 13,299.07
5. FICA & Retirement 24,059.04
PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY
6. Police Department 129,731.42
7. Fire Department 129,409.03
8. Insurance 85,615.84
9. Civil Defense 0.00
HEALTH & SANITATION
10. Hospitals & Health Service 11,797.00
11. Town Dump 107,155.84
12. Planning Board 11,192.18
12. Zoning Board of Adjustment 3,776.93
12. Historic District Commission 1,119.75
12. Lakes Region Planning Comm. 2,486.00
13. Conservation Commission 247.70
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
14. Summer Maintenance 74,885.26
15. Winter Maintenance 146,915.01
16. Highway Block Grant Aid 72,747.37
17. General Expenses of Highway 28,566.31
18. Asphalt For Sealing 13,056.16




21. General Assistance 8,634.40
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
22. Patriotic Purposes 350.00
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RECREATION




25. Human Society 900.00
26. Damage By Dogs 0.00
27. Legal Expenses 14,898.10
28. Discounts, Abatements, Refunds 10,965.28
NEW EQUIPMENT
29. Rescue Vehicle 63,906.00
29. Police Cruiser 13,771.00
29. Grader 79,800,00
INTEREST ON INDEBTEDNESS
30. Interest, Tax Anticipation Notes 25,982.64
31. Interest, Long Term Notes 46,494.04
PRINCIPAL OF DEBT
32. Principal, Long Term Notes 46,500.00
33. Principal, Temporary Loans 1,500,000.00
34. Capitol Reserve Fund 30,000.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISION
35. Belknap County 240,420.00
35. Precincts 25,940.00
35. School District 2,421,306.00
35. State 659.00
GENERAL RESERVE FUNDS
36. Reappraisal Of Property 8,262.00
37. Taxes Bought By Town 236,488.62
DUMP STUDY
38. Dump Study 27,897.60
SPRINKLER SYSTEM
39. Sprinkler System 23,123.31
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MUNICIPAL BOND
40. Municipal Bond, Academy
& Town Hall $480,354.82
WITHDRAWL FROM CAPITAL RESERVE
FUNDS-REVALUATION
41. Avitar Associates of
New England, Inc. 14,478.98
TOTAL PAYMENTS $6,387,161.43
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail #1 - Town Officers Salaries
Appropriation $28,700.00
Expenditures
Elizabeth A. Bedard, Selectman 1,416.65
Henry V. Page, Selectman 2,000.00
Bruce A. Marriott, Selectman 2,000.00
David H. Russell, Selectman 583.35
Evelyn 0. Forsyth, Treasurer 1,200.00
Melba C. LaRoche, Bookkeeper 1,200.00
Elizabeth R. Smithers, Clerk 9,500.00
Elizabeth R. Smithers, Tax Collector 9,500.00
Dodie Smithers, Deputy 1,300.00
$28,700.00




Candace L. Daigle 699.14
Doris P. Jones 3,877.49
Mary A. McCulloch 296.00
Anne H. Onion 566.00
Brenda Paquette 2,687.95
Rachel F. Pickowicz 756.00
Judith H. Price 16,851.25
Dodie Smithers 204.75
Kathleen R. Royce 5,137.98
Academy Village Business Service 226.09
Alton Printing Co. 17.00
Anderson & Cloues 295.00
Apple Appraisal, Inc. 870.00
Belknap County Probate Court 9.50
Belknap County Registry of Deeds 1,418.00
Branham Publishing Co. 36.70
Business & Instututional Furniture Co. 196.45
Business Management Systems, Inc. 669.80
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Gilmore Office Products, Inc.
Granite State Stamps, Inc.
Laconia Savings Bank
Melba C. LaRoche, Trustee Trust Funds
Lepene, Knowlton & Darbyshire
Loring, Short & Harmon
MacDurgin Associates
Maclean Hunter Market Reports, Inc.
Marceau, Roger L. , Jr.
Mason & Rich Associates
McBee Systems
New Hampshire Municiapl Assn.
N. H. Tax Collectors Assn.
N. H. Assn. of Assessing Officials
N. H. City & Town Clerks Assn.
New England Assn. of City & Town Clerks
New England Telephone
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Salmon, Maurice R. II 75.00
Sant Bani Press 3,628.55
Smithers, Elizabeth R. 90.79
Sullivan, Edward 198.00
Suncook Valley Sun 420.90
Taft Business Machine 762.85
Tilton, Forest M. 450.00
Tom-Ray Office & Supply, Inc. 35.75
Treas., State of N. H. 272.99
Twigg, George III 50.00
Union Leader Corp. 137.32
Union Telephone Co. 1,022.51
Val's Surplus 40.00
Wheeler & Clark 136.42
Winnisquam Printing & Copying 644.40
$66,331.82
Detail #3 - Election & Registration Expenses
Appropriation $2,000.00
Expenditures
Elizabeth A. Bedard 67.52
Elayne N. Cole 103.80
Candace L. Daigle 225.22
Marion S. Mclntyre 236.17
Henry V. Page 63.87
Dodie Smithers 74.82
Elizabeth R. Smithers 78.47
Bruce A. Marriott 71.17
Mildred H. Aylward 71.18
Jean Chmielecki 71.18
Barbara Huston 43.80
Virginia B. 0' Flaherty 10.95
Eleanor Pickowicz 71.18
George B. Roberts, Jr. 71.18
Wilbur Buchanan 176.00
Citizen Publishing 75.76
Gilmanton I. W. Library Assn. 202.50
Suncook Valley Sun 56.00
$1,770.77
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Detail #4 - Town Hall & Other Town Buildings
Appropriation $10,000.00
Expenditures
Phyllis E. Buchanan $775.35
Advanced Plumbing & Heating 227.00
Agway Energy Products 983.58
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. 90.71
Wilbur Buchanan 194.97
Country Grainery 15.46
Federal Surplus Property 80.00
Ferns Emergy 2,767.56
Granite State Stamps, Inc. 49.75
Cary Kortze 22.50
Edward R. Kelley & Son 150.00
Laconia Electric Supply, Inc. 47.05
Laconia Fire Equipment Co., Inc. 196.00
Laconia Hardware Co. 12.00
Tom Mango & Associates 135.00
N. H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 3,112.43
Philipps Electric 174.80
Pittsfield Gas & Oil Co. 3.02
William R. Price, II 135.00
Quill Corp. 23.99
Reed Electric 202.63
State of N.H., Plant & Property Whse. 25.27
State of N. H. Treasurer 25.00
Whitten Construction, Inc. 3,850.00
$13,299.07
Detail #5 - FICA & Retirement
Appropriation $18,500.00
Expenditures
State of NH, FICA $14,280.90
NH Retirement System 9,778.14
$24,059.04
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Detail #6 - Police Dept.
Appropriation $129,799.00
Expenditures
Maurice R. Salmon, II 33,480.50
Vincent A. Baiocchetti, III 25,555.78
James A. Barnard 26,091.38
Robert A. Freese, Special Officer 1,449.00
Susan M. Roberts, Patrolman 6,222.72
Susan M. Roberts, Special Officer 5,375.89
Susan M. Roberts, Clerical 1,332.33
Kathleen R. Royce, Clerical 4,355.44
Abner Stamps & Engraving 13.75
Dan Adel 125.00
Alphacolor, Inc. 474.79
Vincent A. Baiocchetti, III 294.37
James A. Barnard 331.45
Belknap County Sheriffs Dept. 140.00
Belmont Hardware Co. 45.20
Bens Uniforms 1,014.02







Equity Publishing Corp. 193.75
Federal Express Corp. 26.15
Federal Surplus Property 40.00
Gardner's Auto Body 635.70
Gilmore Office Products, Inc. 192.27
Henry's Dry Cleaners 714.40
Johnson & Dix Fuel Corp. 5,101.21
Kidder's Repair Service, Inc. 26.95
Paul King Auto Repair 26.10
Lakes Region General Hospital 35.80
Lemay's Garage, Inc. 218.00
Lustre Cal Nameplate Corp. 218.94
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Mac-Durgin Associates 75.00
Major Medical Supply Co., Inc. 18.00
Natthew Bender & Co., Inc. 101.70
NH Bar Assn. 40.00
NH Police Assn. 10.00
NH Assn. of Chiefs of Police, Inc. 20.00
Norris Auto Body 75.00
Northeast Tire 1,229.39
Ossipee Mtn. Electronics & Police Sup. 5,588.30
Perfecta Camera Corp. 152.80
Postmaster, Gilmanton Iron Works 25.00
Professional Forms 193.70
Quill Corp. 146.81
Red's Shoe Barn 45.60
Rockingham County Attorney's Office 40.00
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc. 54.00
Maurice R. Salmon, II 479.54
Salta Tire Co., Inc. 14.00
Sanel Auto Parts 203.92
Sargent's Garage 1,106.60
Richard A. Sherburne, Inc. 885.05
Smith & Wesson 175.00
Steve Snow 550.00
Supreme Court Bulletin 29.00
Top of The Hill Car Wash 24.00
Town of Tilton 25.00
Transco South, Inc. 1,586.56
Treas., State of NH 89.80
Union Telephone Co. 1,647.21
Village Chevrolet, Inc. 122.80
Village Store 40.00
Warwick Custom Gun Co. 157.50
Winnisquam Printing & Copying 553.37
$129,731.42
Detail #7 - Fire Dept .
Appropriation $129,500.00
Expenditures
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Norman W. Skantze, Fire Admr./
Bldg. Insp. $28,393.00
Carl E. Moorehead, EMT Fire Fighter 21,295.00
Vincent A. Baiocchetti, III 30.00
James A. Clough 105.00
Shelley Clough 175.00
Paul E. Follansbee 390.00
Jacqueline Gardner 140.00
Donald I. Hamilton, Jr. 65.00
Paul J. Hempel, III 205.00
Willis E. Hyslop 295.00
Jonathan B. Marriott 290.00
Arthur W. McDonald 270.00
William T. McQuillen 300.00
Carl E. Moorehead 140.00
Donna Morse 250.00
Thomas R. Reed 120.00
David H. Russell 235.00
Maurice E. Simpson 45.00
Heidi L. Tibbetts 90.00
Norman W. Skantze 405.00
Gilbert D. Boyd, Jr. 27.60
Anthony D. Burditt 76.18
James A. Clough 47.25
James C. Derby 76.18
Paul E. Follansbee 11.72
Donald I. Hamilton, Jr. 41.02
Paul J. Hempel, III 114.75
Charles W. Huston 64.46
Willis E. Hyslop, Jr. 87.90
John Lines 23.44
Frank J. McClary 27.00
Arthur McDonald 87.75
William T. McQuillen 87.90
John Morse 76. 18
Thomas E. 0' Flaherty, Jr. 41.02
Robert Potter, Jr. 41.02
William R. Price 81.00
David H. Russell 47.25
Norman W. Skantze 101.25
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Walter H. Skantze 40.50
Robert Steiz 111.34
Andrew Stockwell 23.44
2-Way Communications Service, Inc. 1,124.27
Agway Energy Products 2,397.47
AT&T 50.07
Alton Printing Co. 400.75
Belmont Hardware Co. 505.75
Town of Belmont 150.00
Bldg. Officials & Code Admin.
Int'l., Inc. 252.00
Bound Tree Corp. 923.80
James A. Clough 118.00




R. M. Daigle Construction Co. 55.00
James Derby 20.00
Donovan Spring Co., Inc. 689.89
Eddy and Hardy Associates 610.00
Emergency Medical Services, Dist. C-2 15.00
Fedco Tank & Equipment, Inc. 214.14




Fire Tech & Safety of New England 13,764.86
First NH Banks 13.00
Paul E. Follansbee 11.49
Fred Fuller Oil Co. 1,570.10
Gardner's Auto Body 3,138.20
Gilmore Office Products 196.28
Globe Firefighters Suits 1,168.00
John Grappone, Inc. 48.19
Heads Electric 39.65
Home Beauthiful, Inc. 211.00
Irwin Motors, Inc. 120.40
J. D. Morse Trophies & Awards 149.17
Ellie Kennard 9.00
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Laconia District Court 10.00
Laconia Electric Supply Co. 46.92
Laconia Fire Equipment Co., Inc. 584.25
Lakes Region General Hospital 175.00
Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Assn. 1,165.95
Laurent Overhead Door Systems 286.90




Maher's Welding Service 75.00




Morris Office Outfitters, Inc. 300.00
Motorola Inc. 5,999.50
NHAEMT 400 . 00
NH Chapter American Red Cross 84.00
NH Electric Coop., Inc. 3,554.14
NH Fire Chief Assn. 35.00
NH Fire Standards & Training Corp. 139.35
NH Vocational Technical College 540.00
National Fire Protection Assn. 603.70
National Registry of EMT 30.00
Nelson's Small Engine & Sharpening Service 502.20
New Eng. Assn. of Fire Chiefs, Inc. 20.00
New England Telephone 428.33
Northeast Airgas, Inc. 554.57
Northeast Tire 347.12
Ossipee Mtn. Electronics 654.29
W. D. Perkins 249.00
Postmaster, Gilmanton Iron Works 35.00
Postmaster, Gilmanton 50.00
Robert L. Potter & Sons 2,150.00




Robbins Auto Parts 456.77
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RP's Automotive Service 1,350.45
David H. Russell 75.00
S.A.S. Auto Parts 432.31
Share Corp. 37.50
Sign Masters of Laconia 244.00
State of NH Environmental Service Lab 48.00
Stockwell Builders 100.00
Suburban Lumber Co., Inc. 850.72
Tom-Ray Office Supply, Inc. 204.34
Treas.., State of NH 92.00




White Oak Construction Co. 1,110.00
Winnisquam Printing 88.48
Winnipesaukee Truck Service, Inc. 6,350.09
Woodson Electronics, Inc. 345.14
Woody 's Bayview Marine 115.80
William R. Price 20.25
A. Richard Price 38.22
$129,409.03




Alexander & Alexander, Inc. $1,350.00
Gardner's Auto Body 458.50
Health Insurance Trust, Inc. 36,489.64
Masiello Group Insurance 785.00
NH Municipal Workers Comp. Fund 15,910.96
NHMA Prop. Liab. Inc. Trust, Inc. 28,975.00
NH Municipal Unemployment Comp. Fund 1 ,646. 74
$85,615.84
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Detail #9 - Civil Defense
Appropriation $100.00
Expenditures .00
Detail #10 - Hospitals & Health Service
Appropriation $11,797.00
Expenditures
Community Action Program $1,797.00
Lakes Region Com. Health Agcy.
,
Inc. 6,950.00
Lakes Region Family Service 2,000.00
Lakes Region General Hospital 700.00
Huggins Hospital, Wolfeboro 350.00
$11,797.00




Henry A. Ehlen 7,488.00
Gerald L. Austin, Jr. 232.00
AT&T 66.76
Alton Country Supply 7.20
Belknap Tire Co., Inc. 89.91
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. 179.66
Wilbur Buchanan 193.67
Central NH Solid Waste District 223.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 35.97
Clark's Grain Store, Inc. 213.66
Brett Currier Construction Co. 55.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 5.99
Country Grainery 4.48
Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resource 16,581.68
Recovery Corp.
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Del R. Gilbert & Son Block Co., Inc. 14.70
Henry A. Ehlen 7.98
Farmers Portable Toilet & Septic Serv. 600.00
Ronald Ferland 75.00
R. G. Furbish Trucking & Excavating 18,032.61
Ralph Goodwin, Jr. 300.00
Labels, Inc. 734.19
Lakes Region Disposal 51,103.20
NH Electric Coop., Inc. 1,051.30
New England Telephone 498.38
NH Resource Recovery Assn. 100.00
T. W. Smithers 3,110.00
Suncook Valley Sun 31 .50
$107,155.84





Academy Village Business Services
20th Century Plastics
Citizen Publishing Co.
Lakes Region Planning Commission
Lepene, Knowlton & Darbyshire
Office of State Planning
NH Municipal Assn.



















Detail #12 -Zoning Board of Adjustment
Appropriation $3,700.00
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Expenditures
Rachel F. Pickowicz $2,196.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 463.92
Rachel F. Pickowicz 5.00
Postmaster, Gilmanton 100.00
Postmaster, Gilmanton Iron Works 310.00
Quill Corp. 224.44
Suncook Valley Sun 398.15
Tom-Ray Office Supply 21.02
Treas., State of NH 58.40
$3,776.93
Detail #12 - Historic District Commission
Appropriation $1,110.00
Expenditures
Rachel F. Pickowicz $528.00
Lepene, Knowlton & Darbyshire 400.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 82.00
Suncook Valley Sun 109.75
$1,119.75
Detail #12 - Lakes Region Planning Commission
Appropriation $2,486.00
Expenditures
Lakes Region Planning Commission $2,486.00
Detail #13 - Conservation Commission
Appropriation $325.00
Expenditures
NH Assn. of Conservation Comm. $225.00
Land Trust Exchange 22. 70
$247.70
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Larry E. Elliott 560.00
William C. Hanson 4,324.33
Daniel W. Perkins 552.53
Harold C. Perkins 10,740.50
Harold J. Perkins 778.40
Paul H. Perkins 6,602.53
Andrew D. Stockwell 5,389.33
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. 2,385.42
R. M. Daigle Construction 360.00
David Clairmont Co. 151.29
Lynn Clairmont Construction 1,992.75
NH Explosives & Machinery Corp. 240.00
Ralph Goodwin, Jr., Sand 1,284.00
Ken Nutter Construction Co., Inc. 13,238.98
T. W. Smithers 500.00
Edward Budroe, Truck 9,144.80
Harold J. Perkins, Truck 2,217.60
$74,885.26




Larry E. Elliott 88.00
Frank J. McClary 29.48
Daniel W. Perkins 6,752.53
Harold C. Perkins 5,318.90
Harold J. Perkins 2,534.66
Paul H. Perkins 7,735.82
Andrew D. Stockwell 2,594.43
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. 745.89
R. M. Daigle Construction Co. 115.00
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International Salt Co. 30,113.35
Ken Nutter Construction Co., Inc. 14,517.70
Town of Loudon 2,000.00
Edward Budroe, Truck 28,172.37
Harold C. Perkins, Truck 12,216.65
Frank McClary, Truck 3,641.50
Harold J. Perkins, Truck 14,737.89
Ralph Goodwin, Jr., Sand 11,274.00
$146,915.01
Detail #16 - Highway Block Grant Aid
Appropriation $72,747.00
Expenditures
NH Earth Mechanics, Inc. $34,389.75
Pike Industries, Inc. 38,357.62
$72,747.37




2-Way Communications Service, Inc. 22.50
Barton Lumber Co., Inc. 201.60
Beaulia's Wear All, Inc. 20.69
Edward Budroe 1,377.05
Belknap Tire Co., Inc. 451.18
Belmont Hardware Co. 67.09
Edward Budroe 17.00
Cantin Chevrolet, Inc. 1,520.81
Clark's Grain Store, Inc. 159.50
Corner Store 170.37
Country Grainery 91.51
Robert W. Dawson 38.00
Eastern Specialty Products 970.40
Exxon Co. , USA 272.31
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc. 3,196.54
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Gould's Garden Center, Inc. 195.87
Grappone Industrial, Inc. 632.82
Johnson & Dix 3,236.40
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Inc. 1,223.91
Larry's Sales & Service 24.00
Max Cohen & sons 148.92
Murray Auto Parts, Inc. 75.00
Nelson's Small Engine 374.40
Mike Nickerson Repair, Inc. 30.00
Northeast Airgas, Inc. 16.31
Northeast Tire 151.12
Patsy's GMC 216.80
Harold J. Perkins 432.00
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc. 2,505.97
S.A.S. Auto Parts 1,771.11
Scanner World 677.98
E. W. Sleeper Co. 652.55
E. W. Sleeper Co. 6,342.74
Treas., State of NH 327.50
Union Telephone Co., Terminal Loup 280.00
Union Telephone Co. 20.00
Woodwards Chrysler-Plymouth 27. 76
$28,566.31
Detail #18 - Asphalt for Sealing
Appropriation $25,000.00
Expenditures
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. $350.29
Brox Industries, Inc. 7,186.24
Ralph Goodwin, Jr., Sand 1,756.00
NH Bituminous Co., Inc. 3,607.18
Ken Nutter Construction Co., Inc. 156.45
$13,056.16
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Expenditures
Edward Budroe 480.76
Paul H. Perkins 130.39
Andrew Stockwell 567.48
B.I.I. Fence & Guradrail, Inc. 11,400.00
Edward Budroe, Truck-Backhoe 2,942.45
Lynn Clairmont Construction 1,288.60
Raymond M. Daigle 332.50
Del R. Gilbert & Son 790.25
Ralph Goodwin Jr. 368.00
Lane Metal Products Division 3,048.72
Frank McClary Jr. 147.70
NH Bituminous Co. Inc. 20,434.17
NH Earth Mechanics, Inc. 30,633.92
Ken Nutter Construction Co. Inc. 16,480.46
Perreault & Boisvert 5,249.00
R & R Tree Service 8,500.00




Lower Gilmanton Library 150.00
Gilmanton IW Library 600.00
Gilmanton Corner Library 700.00
$ 1,450.00




Detail #22 - Patriotic Purposes
Appropriation 350.00
Expenditures
Ellis-Geddes Leavitt Post 102 $ 350.00
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Detail #23 - Parks & Recreation
Appropriation $ 9,000.00
Expenditures
Karen E. Carlson 2,650.00
Citizen Publishing Co. 131.89
The Country Grainery 30.25
Ralph Goodwin Jr. 350.00
NH American Red Cross 42.00
Hills Sporting Goods 220.55
Lakes Region Transit Co., Inc. 174.45
Lapierre's Pumping Service 100.00
Larry's Sales & Service 151.00
Gary Lines 155.74
John Lines 80.00
Team NH - Hills Sporting Goods 437.55
NH Electeric Coop Inc. 237.07
Nelson's Small Engines 6.00
Penney Fence 994.00
Reed Electric 724.34
Service Star - Laconia Hardware 62.23
Cheri Stafford 14.34
State of NH Environment Serv. Lab. 32.00
Nancy Stearns 18.00
Suburban Lumber Co. Inc. 185.89
Suncook Valley Sun 42.00
Forest M. Tilton 600.00
Union Telephone Co. 288.18
Village Store 120.26
Winnisquam Printing & Copying 20.00
$ 7,867.74
Detail #24 - Cemeteries
Appropriation $ 1,055.00
Expenditures
Edward R. Kelley & Son $ 1,055.00




$ 900.00NH Human Society v
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Detail #26 - Damage By Dogs
Appropriation $ 200.00
Expenditures 00
Detail #27 - Legal Expenses
Appropriation $10,000.00
Expenditures
Richard P. Brouillard, Atty. $ 3,540.30
Nighswander, Martin & Mitchell PA 11,357.80
$14,898.10
Detail #28 - Discounts, Abatements, Refunds
Expenditures
Ristfrost Associates, Plan. Bd. Escrow $ 1,488.00
Northern Land Traders, Plan. Bd. Escrow 424.05
George & Kathleen Haddock '88 Prop. 56.88
Dennis H. Trump '88 Prop. 332.00
John & Doris Golding Prop. 1,282.00
Willis Rogers Timber Tax 590.69
Brenda Hayes '88 Prop. 78.03
Violet Gibbs '85,86,87,88, Prop. 130.35
Jeanne Gallant ' 87, 88, Prop. 4,319.28
Anup Kumar Sen '88 Prop. 37.00
Elizabeth Aubrey' 89 Prop. 450.00
Willis Hyslop C/U Fee 3.00
William Hurst ZBA Fee 115.00
Christopher P. Smith Bldg. Permit Fee 25.00
Daniel Webster Bldg Permit Fee 30.00
Mary Alex '89 Prop. 132.00
Leo Daigle '89 Prop. 325.00
Harriet Kelley '89 Prop. 231.00
Society, Preservation of NH '89 Prop. 626.00
John & Rita Kelley '89 Prop. 283.00
Bertha S. Cassens, Lois & Paul Cunniff '89 7.00
$10,965.28
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Detail #29 - New Equipment, Rescue Vehicle
Appropriation forward, 1987 $65,000.00
Expenditure
Maine Line Fire Equipment, Inc. $63,906.00
Detail #29 - New Equipment, Police Cruiser
Appropriation $16,000.00
Expenditure
Ron Currier's Hilltop Chevrolet $13,771.00
Detail #29 - New Equipment, Grader
Appropriation $85,500.00
Expenditure
Jordan-Milton Machinery, Inc. $79,800.00
Detail #30 - Interest, Tax Anticipation Notes
Appropriation $10,000.00
Expenditure
Farmington National & Savings Bank $25,982.64
Detail #31 - Interest, Long Term Notes
Appropriation $46,494.00
Expenditures
Connecticut National Bank, Mun. Bond $45,995.29
Farmington National & Savings Bank,
G. I. W. Fire House 498.75
$46,494.04
Detail #32 - Principal, Long Term Notes
Appropriation $46,500.00
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Expenditures
Connecticut National Bank, Mun. Bond $44,000.00
Farmington National & Savings Bank,
G. I. W. Fire House 2,500.00
$46,500.00
Detail #33 - Principal, Temporary Loans
Expenditure $1,500,000.00
Detail #34 - Capital Reserve Fund
Appropriation $30,000.00
Expenditure
Trustees of Trust Funds, Revaluation $30,000.00
Detail #35 - Payment to other Govern. Divs .
Belknap County $240,420.00
Precincts:
Gilmanton Village District 2,883.00




Bal. 1988-89 Approp. 1,446,306.00






Detail #36 - Reappraisal of Property
Appropriation $10,000.00
Expenditure
Mary Ellen Pinkham $8,262.00
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Detail #37 - Taxes Bought by Town
Elizabeth R. Smithers, Tax Collector
1988 Taxes $236,488.62
Detail #38 - Dump Study
Appropriation forward, 1988 $53,858.55
Expenditures
Normandeau Engineers, Inc. 21,076.35
Con-Tec, Inc. 6,821.25
27,897.60
Detail #39 - Sprinkler System
Appropriation $65,000.00
Expenditure
Twin Oaks Construction, Inc. $23,123.31
Detail #40 - Municipal Bond, Academy & Town Hall
Appropriation $512,406.85
Expenditures
Applied Occupational Health Systems 165.00
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. 1,606.00
Continental Guaranty & Credit Corp. 100,779.56
Paul Mursky Associates 10,355.95
NH Electric Coop., Inc. 8,441.75
Rudolph Electrical Co., Inc. 75.00
Peter H. Steffensen, PE, Consulting
Structural Engineer 3,214.00
Sugarloaf Mountain Builders, Inc. 353,471.93
Twin Oaks Construction, Inc. 2,025.63
Union Telephone Co. 220.00
$480,354.82
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Detail #41 - Withdrawal from Capital
Reserve Funds-Revaluation $55,219.11
Expenditure
Avitar Associates of New England, Inc. $14,478.98
Total Payments $6,387,161.43
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REPORT OF TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
COMMON TRUST - DECEMBER 31, 1989
TOWN OF GILMANTON, N.H.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF COMMON TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
DECEMBER 31, 1989
PRINCIPAL:
Balance, December 31, 1988 $143,190.81
Increase, Perpetual Care Funds 3,890.00 $147,080.81
INCOME:
Unexpended Balance, December 31, 1988 .. . 56,790.32
Income 17,336.75
74,127.07
Less Expenditures 24,126.57 $ 50,000.50
Total Principal & Income $197,081.31
TOTAL COMMON TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS
Laconia Savings Bank, Income Fund $26,914.47
Laconia Saving Bank, General Fund #1 23,887.00
(Principal $14,503.99; Interest $9,383.01)
7/16/88 Lac. Sav. Bk. Cert. 7.80%, matured 7/17/89
(income in 59547 Acct). Renewed 8.50%, matures
7/17/91 15,488.21
8/1/88 Lac. Sav. Bk. Cert. 7.80%, matured 8/1/89
(income in 59547 acct.) Renewed 8.50%, matures
8/1/91 20,579.05
6/27/88 Lac. Sav. Bk. Cert. 7.80%, matured 6/27/89
(income in 59547 Acct.) Renewed 9.00%, matures
6/27/91 20,791.56
7/3/87 N.H. Sav. Bk. Cert. (No Regrets) 8.50, matures
7/3/90 24,536.80
7/21/87 N.H. Sav. Bk. Cert., (No Regrets) 8.25%,
matures 7/21/90 14,116.06
Laconia Sav. Bank NOW Checking Account 4,813.51
COST OF SECURITIES 45,954.65
TOTAL COMMON TRUST FUNDS $197,081.31
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(Shares & Stock Only)
LEON O. MERRILL CEMETERY TRUST:
N.H. Sav. Bank "No Regrets" Cert.,
8.25%, matures 7/3/90 $12,195.07
N.H. Sav. Bank Account
(Principal $7,773.27, income 923.49) 8,696.76
264 Shares Genl Motors Corp., cost 10,676.25 11,088.00
(4/389 2-1 Split - 120 addit. shares)
$10,000 Southern Calif Edison Co. 7Vs%
Bond (8/15/97), Cost 10,007.78 10,000.00
$41,575.86
OTHER CEMETERY TRUST FUND IN SEPARATE
BANK ACCOUNT:
Richard F. Varney $ 3,304.24
CAPTIAL RESERVE FUNDS: TOWN OF GILMANTON
6/2/87 TOWN OF GILMANTON: Capital Reserve Fund for the
(20,000) future revaluation of the Town., Lac. Sav. Bank Cert.
(Closed) Matured 6/2/89, renewed for 2 months 8.50%, renewed
8/2/89 for 2 months 8.30%. Closed out and paid the Town
of Gilmanton $23,612.25 10/2/89 per their request.
6/2/87 TOWN OF GILMANTON: Capital Reserve Fund for the
(45,000) purpose of replacing the bridge which carries Stage Road
over the Suncook River. Lac. Sav. Bank Cert. Matured
6/2/89, renewed at 9.60% for 6 months., renewed 12/4/89
for 6 months at 8.00% per request Town of Gilmanton
$54,981.63
5/27/88 TOWN OF GILMANTON: Capital Reserve Fund for
(70,000) future Revaluation of Town, Lac. Sav. Bk. Cert. Matured
5/29/89, renewed at 9.30%, matured 11/30/89, renewed at
7.60%, matures 2/28/90 $79,380.20
6/1/89 TOWN OF GILMANTON: Capital Reserve Fund for the
(30,000) future revaluation of the Town., Lac. Sav. Bank Cert.
(Closed) 8.50%, matured 9/1/89., renewed at 8.20%, matured
12/1/89. Per Town's request, closed out and paid the Town
of Gilmanton $31,278.16.
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REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS
The following new perpetual care funds were accepted by the Town in the
year, 1989:
Beech Grove Cemetery:
11/20/89 Albert Wight (Addit. Perp Care, 1955) $ 200.00
Buzzell Cemetery:
2/27/89 John L. Clifford 200.00
8/7/89 Paul G., Jr. & Ella L. Stroud 300.00
Pine Grove Cemetery:
6/30/89 Robert O. & Judith L. Tibbetts 200.00
11/6/89 Levi and Fannie Parshley 200.00
11/20/89 Amos Richardson Price 200.00
Smith Meeting House Cemetery:
1/17/89 William B. Wilkens & Gen 500.00
5/1/89 I. Dean & Dorothy H. Sudley & Gen. 200.00
5/15/89 Grace E. Flanders 300.00
6/26/89 Joseph J. & Wanda A. Sidlauskas & Gen. 300.00
8/14/89 Mardis O. & Dorothea A. Whithed & Gen 40.00
(Addit. Perp. Care, 1977)
8/17/89 Joseph E. & Caroline Kalweit & Gen. 300.00
9/25/89 Wm. C. S. French & George O. Page 100.00
(Addit. Perp. Care, 1974)
9/25/89 Uhlenberg-Marsell (Addit. Perp. Care, 1973) 100.00
10/30/89 Cumming-Lougee (Addit. Perp. Care, 1972) 250.00
10/30/89 Howard Beck & Lawrence Beck (Addit. Perp. Care, 1982) 100.00
10/30/89 Ford-Howell & Gen. (Addit. Perp. Care, 1988) 200.00





Melba C. LaRoche, Trustee
Raymond Scheublin, Trustee
Winston Barney, Trustee






In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31,
1989, we considered the Town's internal control structure to determine our
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the finan-
cial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control struc-
ture.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that are
opportunities for strengthening internal controls and operating efficiency.
The memorandum that accompanies this letter summarizes our comments
and suggestions regarding those matters. This letter does not affect our
report dated January 1, 1990, on the financial statements of the Town of
Gilmanton, New Hampshire.
We will review the status of these comments during our next audit
engagement. We have already discussed many of these comments and
suggestions with various Town personnel, and will be pleased to discuss
them in further detail at your convenience, to perform any additional study




MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
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1. Cash Receipts
Finding— The Town Clerk does not list permit numbers in the cash
receipts book. This causes significant lack of control on prenumbered
permits.




Mason & Rich Professional Association
Two Capital Plaza Suite 31
Concord, NH 03301
Dear Mr. Lang,
The Selectmen have reviewed your Management Letter for the Town of
Gilmanton for the year ended, December 31, 1989.
In your letter of January 12th, 1990, you enclosed a memorandum that
accompanied your letter summarizing your comments and suggestions.
Finding— The Town Clerk does not list permit numbers in the cash
receipts book. This causes significant lack of control on prenumbered
permits.
Recommendation— Permit numbers should be listed in the Town Clerk's
cash receipt book.
Management's Comments— The Town Clerk is presently using the com-
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SAWYER LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1989
Cash on hand January 1, 1989 $ 9,213.70
Revenues from Taxes 23,057.00
Revenues from bank interest 865.57
TOTAL REVENUES $33,136.27
Maintenance Expenses:





Beach maintenance 1 ,052.23
Road maintenance 14,098.44
Public officials' compensation 1,220.00
Interest on Tax anticipation note 1 ,079. 17
Bank charges 4.00
TOTAL EXPENSES $24,357.86
Cash on hand December 31, 1989 $ 8,778.41
Adrienne Coit, Clerk
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Cemetery Trustees held several meetings during 1989, discussing and
reviewing the maintenance of the towns cemeteries under our jurisdiction
and the Mary Baker marker (off Route 140 in the Corners). We held one
meeting with Mr. Edward Kelly, our maintenance contractor, to discuss his
activities for the year in the light of our budgetary restrictions.
In addition to the usual spring, 4th of July, Old Home Day schedule of
clean up and mowing at the various locations in town, we arranged for the
removal of a large fallen tree from the Stage Road (near Route 107)
cemetery. The Trustees believe that the cemeteries and gravestones should
be protected and preserved and therefore have instituted a program, begin-
ning this year, to right and, where necessary, repair fallen gravestones
throughout the town. This restoration and repair of the town's history,
which should not be allowed to disappear forever, will be carried out in the
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PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1989
Transferred from Savings Account
Robert O. & Judith Tibbetts Lot #1102















Clarence H. Bickford, Labor
$1,314.25 less S.S. 98.67 =
Clarence H. Bickford, Gas for equipment
David M. Bickford, Labor
1,317.75 less S.S. 98.94 =
David M. Bickford, Expenses & use of mower
Internal Revenue Service
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PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Receipts
Farmington National & Savings Bank, January 1, 1989 $6,342.80




Transferred to Checking Account $4,000.00
Savings Account Balance as of December 31, 1989 $6,857.58
David M. Bickford
Treasurer
BEECH GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1989 $3,549.09
NH Savings Bank, interest 305 . 24
Total Receipts 3,854.33
Payments
Paid directly by Trustees of Trust Funds:
Harry Bowdoin, annual care of Cemetery
including labor, use of equipment and
supplies (740.00)
Payments by Association None
Balance on hand, Dec. 31, 1989 $3,854.33
Doris P. Jones, Treasurer
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SMITH MEETING HOUSE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts - Care of Cemetery
Cash on Hand, Jan. 1, 1989 $ 1,890.10
Perpetual Care Funds 2,090.00
Interest, Lac. Sav. Bank $ 58.86
Interest, Farm. Nt'l & Sav. 175.34 234.20
Fund Trustee of Trust 11 ,115. 16
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $15,329.46
Payments - Care Cemetery





N.H. Electric Coop. 135.82
Bookkeeper 180.00
To Be Billed & Paid in 1990 54.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS: $14,074.98
Receipts - New Work
Cash on Hand, Jan. 1, 1989 $ 2,788.58
Sales of Lots 400.00
Use of Vault 1989-1990 120.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $ 3,308.58
Payments - New Work
Labor $ 1,870.00
Rental 187.84
Supplies - Bank Run Gravel $592.00
less donation: - 222.00 370.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS: $ 2,427.84
SUMMARY CASH ON HAND
Farmington National & Savings Bank $ 1,054.70
Laconia Savings #78173 494.09
Laconia Savings #79498 586.43
TOTAL: $ 2,135.22
Evelyn Forsyth, Treasurer
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GILMANTON CORNER LIBRARY
Receipts
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1989 $ 50.59







New Hampshire Electric 86.84
Pittsfield Bottled Gas 65.10
Supplies 39.75
Bank service charges 30.00
Cash on hand 124.25
$774.65
Number of books borrowed 2,003
Adult 400
Children 1603
The addition of a book return, made possible by the Women's Club and
installed by Steve McClary, is greatly appreciated. Many thanks to Jean
Baxter and Dorothy Dudley who generously donate their time.
Marion Mclntyre
Trustee
LOWER GILMANTON LIBRARY REPORT
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1989 $30.27






Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1989 $98.54
Carolyn M. Kelley, Trustee
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GILMANTON IRON WORKS LIBRARY
Receipts
Bal. on Hand Dec. 31, 1988
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REPORT OF SELECTMEN
The Year of 1989 has been a busy year for the Selectmen. Our move into the
Academy had to be delayed for several months due to Sugar Loaf Mountain
Builders filing Chapter Eleven. This created a lot of extra work on both the
Board of Selectmen and the Buildings Committee. Fortunately the Town of
Gilmanton was bonded so that no additional expense was incurred, but it
required additional effort to complete the project within budget.
Progress has been made at the dump site. The huge pile of metal, (in
excess of 200 tons) was removed in the Spring of 1989 and an effort was
made through the employment of a second Attendant, to assure better
separation in the future. The second attendant also discouraged the use of
the facility by people from neighboring communities. We are in the progress
of instituting some recycling efforts in 1990. You will notice that Article 26
is designed to offset the cost of disposing of metal, tires, batteries, etc.
Through efforts of the appointed Roads Committee and the Highway
Road Agent substantial progress has been made concerning Road Better-
ment projects. The Roads Committee and the Selectmen have made a
commitment to expend Road Betterment funds in areas where maintenance
costs have been excessive. The voters have also made a commitment by
approving the purchase of a loader and a grader which will prove to be cost
effective in the future.
Revaluation has been started and hopefully by the end of 1990 or early
1991 the inequities in assessment, which the Selectmen readily admit exist,
will be corrected.
The Cable TV Franchise has been awarded to AMRAC TV and in the
near future you will probably be approached by AMRAC, to give you the
opportunity to sign up for service if you so desire.
Article 19 of 1989 Town Meeting for the acquisition of land for Conser-
vation was disallowed by the Department of Revenue Administration. The
$20,000 raised in 1989 will be used to offset taxes for the year 1990.
During mid year, Elizabeth Bedard was appointed to the Governors
Recycling Task Force. This left us with a vacancy for a Selectperson. We
did advertise for someone to fill the remainder of Ms. Bedard's term, and
fortunately three citizens came forward offering their assistance. Mr. David
Russell was the person chosen to fill the remainder of Ms. Bedard's term.
Probably the most frustrating problem facing the Selectmen, as well as
property owners, is escalating taxes. The Selectmen realized after the vote
of last years Town Meeting that there would be a large increase in the 1989
Tax Rate. There appears to be two completely different philosophies as far
as taxes are concerned. There are people who want to hold the line or
perhaps even cut back on services, while others are demanding more ser-
vices. As taxes go up, it also forces more people to subdivide their property,
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thereby causing additional costs on the remainder of taxpayers, as new year
round residences do not usually generate enough in taxes to offset addi-
tional school and municipal costs. Rising tax burdens will also force some
of our seasonal residences to become year round which will have a negative
impact on taxes.
Although the Selectmen cannot resolve all problems to everyones satis-
faction we are willing to listen. We do however request that your concerns
be addressed at Selectmens Meetings rather than at our private residences or
places of employment. Please call the Academy to be placed on the Agenda.
Henry V. Page, Chairman
Bruce A. Marriott
David H. Russell
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GILMANTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
Historically, when the economy gets bad, crime increases. The Town of
Gilmanton is no exception. The Police Department experienced a 66 percent
increase in crime and a 15 percent increase in Calls for Service. Burglaries
and Vandalisms were up markedly. The 1989 activity is broken out below:
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As you can see, there was alot going on this year. Without the help and
support of the Community, the Police Department would not have been as
successful as we have been. We look forward to another successful year.
Respectfully submitted,
Maurice R. Salmon, II
Chief of Police
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
During calendar year 1989, the State of New Hampshire experienced an
average number of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires
were fires kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden,
children and debris burning fires that escaped control. All of these causes
are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire preven-
tion. By New Hampshire State law (RSA 224:27), no person, firm or
corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire, except when the
ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written permitfrom
the Forest Fire Warden of the town where the burning is to be done.
In order to eliminate false alarms, it is advisable to notify your local fire
department whenever you intend to do any outdoor burning.
Violations of RSA 224:27 are a misdemeanor and you are also liable for
paying all fire suppression costs (RSA 224:28 and RSA 224:36).
The State of New Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted
many towns in wildland fire suppression during 1989 including several large
fires in the Concord and Chesterfield areas, as well as the 100 acre fire on
Mt. Belknap in Gilford, New Hampshire.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws,
please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or the Division of Forests and
Lands at 271-2217.
Forest Fire Statistics - 1989
# of Fires Statewide 550.00
Acres Burned Statewide 553.75
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REPORT OF THE GILMANTON FIRE DEPARTMENT











LP Gas Problem 2
Flooded Oil Burner 1
Total Fire Calls 81
Emergency Medical Service Calls Answered
By the Gilmanton Fire Department 1989
Medical Emergencies 85
Motor Vehicle Accidents 29
Total EMS Calls 114
Mutual Aid Calls
Mutual Aid (Fire) Given 28
Mutual Aid (Fire) Received 6
Mutual Aid (EMS) Given 6
Mutual Aid (EMS) Received 6
Total Mutual Aid 46
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Total Fire and EMS Calls for the Year of 1989-241




























The Gilmanton Fire Department consist of two Fire Stations, one located in
Gilmanton Iron Works, and one located in Gilmanton Corner, four Fire
Engines, Two Forestry Vehicles, and Two Rescue/Ambulances. Last March
the Fire Department took delivery of a 1989 Road Rescue-Ambulance
which was placed into service as the primary Rescue Vehicle for the Town.
The 1978 Rescue Vehicle was reassigned to the Corner Station where it is
utilized as a First Response Vehicle for Medical Emergencies and as a back
up Ambulance for the Town. The 1972 Step Van formerly used as a Rescue
vehicle was auctioned this year by the Town. The system of two Rescue
Vehicles has worked out very well for the Department and for the Town of
Gilmanton. With the second vehicle reassigned to the Corner Station there
has been an increase in interest and participation by members of the
Department in the area of Emergency Medical Service in our Community.
Additionally this vehicle has allowed us to more adequately provide cover-
age for the Town when the initial vehicle is on a call or out of service.
Occasionally there have been simultaneous calls that our staff of seventeen
licensed Ambulance Attendants have been able to quickly provide medical
aid and transportation. Gilmanton also has neighboring towns with Ambu-
lances available as a mutual aid back up for either multi-patient incidents or
multiple calls.
This year the membership of the Fire Department dedicated their fund
raising activities toward the purchase of a Defibrillator/Heart Monitor and
an Amkus Hydraulic Rescue Tool. These two pieces of equipment now
allow the Fire Dept. to provide advanced life saving skills to patients that
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was not previously available. In addition to this the Fire Department
secured Advanced Life Support Protocols with area hospitals that allow our
Advanced Emergency Medical Personnel to use IV therapy with critical
trauma patients. All of these advances increase our effectiveness in saving
lives and allow our service to provide the most advanced care available. The
purchase of this equipment was accomplished through funding other than
local property taxes. $13,624.00 was raised by the membership through our
annual campaign and events. An additional $4,500.00 was obtained
through a Federal Highway Safety Grant that was put toward the purchase
of the Hydraulic Rescue Tool.
During the past year the Fire Department has seen a steady demand for
service from the community in both Fire Suppression and Emergency
Medical Service. From January to January the Fire Department responded
to 241 emergencies. Currently there are thirty-five men and women who are
members of the Gilmanton Fire Department. The commitment required for
these individuals involves many hours of personal time each year. Members
must now be certified in both Firefighting and in Emergency Medical Care
in order to participate to the fullest extent. Additionally there are 48 hours
per year of Department Training offered to members to increase their skill
level. The result is a very capable and effective Department and Ambulance
Service for the community.
Fire Department membership is open to residents of the Town of Gilman-
ton who wish to join and participate in either firefighting or Emergency
Medical Care. Training for members is provided by the Department. If you
are interested we would invite you to talk to any member for more details.
The Gilmanton Fire Department would like to thank the residents of the
Town for the support you have given in our endeavor to provide this
service. The Gilmanton Fire Department stands ready to serve the town and
would like to remind residents that our emergency telephone number for
both fire and ambulance is:
524-1545
In the event of an emergency you should call this number and give the
dispatcher at the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Dispatch Center all infor-
mation regarding the emergency. The Dispatch Center will in turn notify the
Gilmanton Fire Department. For other non-emergency business you can
contact us by calling 364-2500 Monday through Friday.
Respectfully submitted,
Norman W. Skantze, Fire Chief
Paul J. Hempel, Deputy Chief
David Russell, Deputy Chief
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GILMANTON PLANNING BOARD
With the automatic termination of the interim growth control ordinance at
the end of 1988, applications for subdivision approval increased substan-
tially in 1989.
The planning board met regularly on the second Thursday evening of
each month, with carry over meetings on the following Tuesday. In addition
there were several work sessions, joint meetings with the board of adjust-
ment, and site visits. Altogether the planning board met 29 times in 1989.
Twelve subdivisions were approved with a total of 53 new residential lots.
Three applications were denied or withdrawn, and two site plan applica-
tions were approved. Currently before the board are nine subdivision appli-
cations with a total of 85 lots. One of these is a 40-lot "cluster" subdivision
on Stockwell Road, the first application of this type we have dealt with in
Gilmanton.
The planning board completed a comprehensive revision of the subdivi-
sion regulations begun in 1988. This was accomplished in two steps, one
dealing with procedures and the second with substantive changes. During
1990 we will continue with the revision process, working on our site plan
review regulations and earth excavation regulations. There were substantial
statutory changes in the earth excavation (gravel pit) legislation in 1989 and
further revisions are expected in 1990. Our regulations will need to be
brought into conformity with the statutory authority.
Updates of the Housing and Community Facilities sections of the Master
Plan are almost completed, with assistance from Lakes Region Planning
Commission. The Commission continues to be an important source of
statistical data and technical assistance as we work to keep our ordinances
and regulations current.
A major accomplishment this year was the compilation of all land use
related ordinances and regulations into a single loose-leaf binder. These are
now available at the Town Offices for a fee which defrays the costs of
producing the book and keeping it up to date as revisions are made. Most of
the work was done by our planning administrator, Candace Daigle, without
whose efficient and conscientious support the planning board could not
function. Candy has resigned as secretary to the board, but agreed to
continue to provide administrative support.
An important part of the revision process was increasing application fees
to more nearly cover the costs of review. The board believes that with the
increase in fees we can cover all or most of the administrative costs for our
new executive assistant, Kammie Ferre, who takes minutes, prepares, mails
and posts agendas, and prepares abutters' notices for hearings. The fees
should also cover the services of Candace Daigle, our Executive Assistant,
who reviews all applications for completeness, corresponds with applicants,
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keeps complete files on all applications and updates our subdivision map,
and assists the board with revision of regulations.
Given the slowing of the real estate market, the board anticipates some-
what less subdivision activity in 1990. We need to take advantage of the lull
in the Town's growth to complete update of the master plan and continue to
update the capital improvements program. The board hopes to appoint a
committee made up of interested citizens to work on these two projects,
both to relieve pressure on the board and to involve as many Gilmanton
citizens as possible in the planning process.
Regular members of the planning board include George Twigg, David
Allen, Donald Kelley, Chester Francis, Finn Posner, Bruce Marriot (select-
men's representative) and myself as chairman. Three alternates attend meet-
ings and contribute substantially to the board's deliberation. They are Doug
Gamsby, Gilbert Boyd, Jr., and Sarah Thorne. All members and alternates
have attended meeting regularly and carried out extra assignments faith-
fully. In addition, most have attended one or more training sessions made
available through Lakes Region Planning Commission, N.H. Municipal
Association, and other groups.
Respectfully submitted,
Carolyn Baldwin, Chairman
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TOWN BUILDING COMMITTEE
On November 4, 1989, town offices were moved from the Town Hall to the
Academy, where all but a few renovation details were complete. Renovation
of Town Hall office space for the Police Department began in January,
1990. These dates are later than originally anticipated.
Work at both buildings was halted for some weeks by the business failure
of Sugar Loaf Mountain Builders, project contractor. The town, however,
had no financial loss. The contractor was bonded, and the insurer became
liable for project completion at original contract prices. Although adminis-
tration of construction has taken more time under this new business rela-
tionship, completion is near. Twin Oaks Construction, Inc., represents the
insurance company as contractor.
At the Academy, new plumbing, heating, and wiring systems were in-
stalled. The entire building was insulated. The roof was repaired, and both
the exterior and interior of the building repainted. Classrooms were easily
adapted for offices, and the sturdy 1894 building needed no structural
strengthening to meet building code requirements.
Meeting handicapped and fire safety codes involved the most technically
complicated work at the Academy, and accounted for the bulk of construc-
tion expense. The basement floor was lowered to permit grade level hand-
icapped access at the rear of the building, and an elevator was installed. In
addition, the two handicapped-accessible bathrooms required in the build-
ing were installed on the basement level.
Chief measures for fire safety were installation of a sprinkler system and
of enclosed fire stairs. The sprinkler system pump is housed in a room on
the basement level, where also are located the required separate control
rooms for elevator, electrical, and heating systems. Extensive ledge encoun-
tered during the lowering of the basement floor left the remaining space
suitable only for storage.
At the Town Hall, the tower roof was repaired and reshingled during
1989. Now, interior work is underway to provide needed space and up-
graded wiring and heating systems for the Police Department. A new
exterior door for handicapped access and fire safety is being installed in the
community auditorium. As at the Academy, restoration of Town Hall
auditorium finishes will be through Phase II private donations.
Both of these historic buildings have considerable structural merit. Reno-
vation has confirmed the soundness of the 1988 Town Meeting decision to
preserve them for present and future town/community needs. Valuable
space has been saved at far less cost than new construction.
Respectfully submitted,
Helene E. Roberts, Chairman
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GILMANTON BUILDING DEPARTMENT
This year the Building Department observed a moderate decrease in the
volume of building projects in Gilmanton. The most significant decrease
was in the number of building permits issued for single family dwellings,
which was down from 84 to 28. The total number of building permits issued
was down from 199 to 145. The areas that increased in permits were
additions to existing buildings which was 29 last year and 48 this year, and
Renovations which increased from 18 permits to 25 permits issued.
Even with the decrease in the number of permits the volume of request
for services was steady and did not change much from last year. In addition
to issuing permits the Building Department reviews plans, maintains files on
each permit, conducts investigations of violations of the Building Code and
answers questions regarding building in the Town to the public.
This year the Building Department presented a plan to the Selectmen to
change the length of time a permit is valid from 2 years to 1 year. This was
done in an effort to better manage building projects and keep track of the
inspections that are required. The Building Department Office is open to
the public for the issuance of permits and other Building Department
Business between 8:00 A.M. and 10:00 A.M. Monday through Friday.
Appointments for inspections are scheduled for after 10:00 A.M. in most
cases. The Building Department is located at the Iron Works Fire Station
and you can reach the inspector by calling the station at 364-2500.
In an effort to improve the services of the Building Department to the
residents and general public I am requesting funding for a part time clerical
position. The clerical position would be to assist the inspector in maintain-
ing building records, answering questions from the public and covering the
office hours when the inspector was unavailable due to other respon-
sibilities. I believe this position will allow the Building Department to be
more professional and better able to follow up on issues associated with
building projects. Further I believe this step will allow more time for the
inspector to spend in the field with builders and property owners, looking at
problems, and enforcing the building codes. I look forward to meeting with
any property owner who has questions regarding the building codes or the
permit process. I would like to thank the residents of Gilmanton for your
cooperation in meeting the codes and working with the Building Depart-
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT
TOWN OF GILMANTON


















Total Building Permits 199 145
State Permits Issued by Fire Department
Oil Burner Permits
Kerosene Heater Permits
Permit to Remove Underground Storage Tank
1988





Foundation Inspections 37 24
Rough Frame Inspections 35 30
Rough Plumbing Inspections 27 30
Rough Electric Inspections 38 30
Final Inspections 65 56
Commercial Building Inspections 25 38
[Includes Return Inspections during Construction
in Addition to Rough Inspections.]
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
The Lakes Region Planning Commission continued to assist the town in its
planning and zoning operations during 1989. Under agreement the Com-
mission assisted with updating of the Housing and Town Facilities sections
of the Master Plan. A major project was completed this year, mapping
existing subdivisions so that the planning board and the building inspector
can keep track of the location of approved subdivisions and the lots which
have been built upon. Donald Kelley and Candace Daigle worked on
collecting the data which was mapped by the Commission's cartographer.
The Commission serves as the reference point for region-wide data, on
which planning decisions in Gilmanton must be based. The Commission has
developed a regional land use plan and a regional housing needs study.
These will serve as a basis and support for many of Gilmanton's decisions
on land use and housing.
It also serves as a focal point for considering legislative issues that affect
the entire region. These include such matters as gravel excavation, shoreline
protection, impact fee legislation, transportation and highway planning,
and other matters that relate to the planning and zoning function.
Both at its regular meetings and at special workshops and lectures, the
Commission offers significant educational and training opportunities for
town board members. These include the annual Municipal Law Lecture
series, and three workshops on environmental constraints in zoning, growth
management strategies, and planning board procedures, all attended by a
number of board members.
Gilmanton has participated in the Regional Planning Commission activ-
ities since the commission was founded, and has relied on it to supply basic
data and technical assistance to assure that our ordinances and regulations
meet the needs of the Town and can pass legal muster.
Respectfully submitted,
Carolyn W. Baldwin and
Donald Kelley, Commissioners for
the Town of Gilmanton
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CABLE COMMITTEE REPORT
January 10, 1990
Donald M. Cote, Chairman
Cable Television Committee
12 Lakewood Drive
Gilmanton Iron Works, NH 03837
Dear Mr. Cote:
The purpose of this letter is to summarize the progress of bringing cable
television to Gilmanton.
Your committee worked diligently last spring reading proposals and
asking questions of the various applicants. Amrac was pleased to be selected
as the licensee when the Selectmen voted on May 22, 1989.
All parties signed the Franchise Agreement on June 12, 1989 and that
officially started the construction and approval process.
Amrac has filed the application for poles to the power and telephone
companies and is awaiting pole attachment agreements. The telephone
strike this summer and fall definitely has delayed that process, but we
remain hopeful that it will move efficiently from here.
Amrac has completed strand maps of the entire town and we will be
moving into the stage of design maps in the next few weeks. We are also
working to secure a headend site at this time.





Development and Government Relations
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REPORT OF THE LAKES REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH
AGENCY
The Lakes Region Community Health Agency provides a range of "in
home" health care services to the Town of Gilmanton, including Visiting
Nurse, Physical Therapy, Home Health Aide, Homemaker, Speech Ther-
apy, Occupational Therapy, private duty Aide; Adult In Home Day Care;
and Early Intervention/Family Support services for families with a child
birth to three with a development delay. The services are provided on a
sliding scale for people without insurance.
In 1988-89 the Agency provided services to 42 residents of Gilmanton:
Nursing 304 visits; Physical Therapy 29 visits; Home Health Aide 391 visits;
Homemaker 134 visits; private Aide 82 hours; Early Intervention services
for families with a child (birth to three) who has a developmental delay 250
visits; Alzheimer's Respite 1 family; Social Worker 5 visits.
The people seen are primarily elderly Gilmanton residents who need help
remaining independent at home. The Agency has a special grant from the
State of New Hampshire to help with respite services for caregivers of
people afflicted with Alzheimer's Disease. The Agency also has grants that
partially support the Homemaker Program and the Adult In Home Day
Care Program for income eligible Gilmanton residents.
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The 1989 totals of the number of animals brought to the N.H. Humane
Society shelter from your town are as follows
By your Animal Control Officer:
Dogs & Puppies: 18 Cats & Kittens: 1 TOTAL: 19
From local Residents:
Dogs & Puppies: 21 Cats & Kittens: 42 TOTAL: 63
Non-Domestic Animals:
Total number of All animals received: 82
We are enclosing a copy of the report on all towns that used the shelter
facilities and services in 1989. Your Society's shelter has been inspected and
licensed by the State and fulfills your licensed dog pound requirements. It
also complies with RSA 442-A, the Rabies Control Act for holding stray
dogs.
Every town has stray animal problems. We encourage your town and
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GILMANTON PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION
The Parks & Recreation Commission has made a number of improvements
to the Crystal Lake Park and Ball Field including the first installment of a
new fencing project along the Lake Road. Bleachers were installed by the
ball field and a hot-dog steamer was purchased.
A number of events for residents were sponsored by Parks & Rec,
including the annual Mother-Daughter and Father-Son Softball games;
Wallis Sands bus trip; Winter Carnival; and the Annual Canoe Race. Once
again the Commission provided free swimming lessons to Gilmanton chil-
dren, an Ice Skating and Hockey rink, and provided a Band Concert during
the Boy Scout's Chicken Barbecue.
A swing set purchased by the Commission for the Gilmanton Academy
grounds will be re-installed along with a new slide. The Commission also
donated equipment to the various Gilmanton Farm, T-Ball and Little
League teams.
Several clean-up projects were sponsored and supported by Gilmanton
residents, ball teams and scouts. We would like to express our sincere
appreciation to all of those hard-working volunteers who participated in
our various projects. We look forward to a very successful 1990 in which we
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GILMANTON HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION ANNUAL
REPORT
The Commission has met many times during the past year, responding to
requests for permits to build structures within the two historic districts and
to recodify the districts' Rules of Procedures and Regulations.
If our budget authorizes it, we will put on public display in the town
offices, maps of the two districts. A copy of the Rules of Procedures and
Regulations may be obtained by requesting the same from Rachel Pick-
owicz at 267-6700.
The Commission is thankful that most people who are land owners within
the district have made a good natured compliance with regards to the law
and requirements and are aware of the need for permits to construct
buildings within the district. In an effort to assist land owners with comply-
ing with the regulations the Commission will upon request meet informally
with the applicant to explain in detail the various regulations and the intent
of these regulations.
Gilmanton has a long and interesting history and its' architecture and
landmarks are important to preserve. The Commission's role is to assist the
land owner in maintaining architectural compatibility with the other struc-
tures within the two separate districts. The completion of the restoration of
the Gilmanton Academy which now houses the Town Offices and the
beginning of restoration and repair to the Smith Meeting House Church and
adjoining buildings, are two good examples of the need for preservation.
Without them much of the town's interesting history would be lost.
The Commission meets every first Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM in
the Gilmanton Town Offices. Any land owners in the District are welcome
to participate.
Respectfully submitted
The Gilmanton Historic District Commission
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REPORT FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL
COURT
If 1989 looked challenging, we may be starting a year or decade with more
challenges than we had ever dreamed. The great feeling is that the 1989
problems were faced and solved.
The budget revenues were not up to expectations. By cuts and freezes the
needs were met. No one can provide all that is needed or wanted. There are
always compromises. The hope is that we prioritize wisely.
Last year, an attempt was made to solve abortion questions. The Su-
preme Court made a decision which gives us more for consideration.
One attempt to help local communities with taxes was the Impact Fee bill.
It went well in the House, but was defeated in the Senate. This year's efforts
will be renewed to pass the bill.
One thousand plus bills included size of lobsters, standardizing cords of
wood for sale, gravel pit uses, fireworks sales and jet ski regulations.
The good thing is that this system in New Hampshire really does work —
not perfectly — but it works. In 1990, we'll try again to keep it working —
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT









Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson
School Board
Michael Robinette, Chairperson Term expires 1990
Herman Kardinal, Jr. Term expires 1991
Ralph Forsyth Term expires 1992
Anne Onion Term expires 1992
David Osman Term expires 1990
Superintendent of Schools
Frank H. Poole
Box 309, Laconia - Tel. 524-5710
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction
Thomas H. Schultz
Box 309, Tel. 524-5710
School Business Administrator
Christine I. Hayes
Box 309, Tel. 524-5710
Director of Special Education
Carol Kosnitsky




Regular Meeting School Board
Second Monday of Each Month at 7:30 P.M.
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1989 ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEEITNG
TOWN OF GILMANTON
GILMANTON SCHOOL
MARCH 23, 1989 AT 7:30 P.M.
The Annual School District Meeting was held on March 23, 1989, com-
mencing at 7:30 P.M. at the Gilmanton School, with the following School
Board members present: S. Roberts, H. Kardinal, W. Philpot, Jr., A.
Onion, M. Robinette. G. Roberts, Jr. was acting moderator.
G. Roberts, Jr. called the meeting to order and asked Mr. Bosiak to lead
the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
Article 1: "To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purpose of construction of a middle school on land off White Oaks
Road owned by the Gilmanton School District including equipment and
furnishings, architectural fees, site development, professional service fees,
and any items incident to and/or necessary for said construction;
to determine whether such appropriation shall be raised by the issuance
and sale of bonds or notes on the credit of the Gilmanton School District in
accordance with the provisions of RSA ch. 33, as amended;
to authorize the Gilmanton School Board to invest said monies and to use
the interest earned thereon for said project;
and to authorize the Gilmanton School Board to determine:
(1) the time and place of payments of principal and interest,
(2) the rate of interest,
(3) the provisions for the sale of notes and/or bonds, and
(4) all other matters in connection therewith, or to take any other action
relative thereto."
Anne Onion motioned to adopt Article 1 and it was seconded by Bill
Philpot. A presentation was made of the involvement of the bond issue. B.
Philpot introduced the bond presentation. A. Onion spoke on the Curricu-
lum. H. Kardinal spoke on the Athletic Program. Stephen Bedard from the
Building Committee explained to the public how the Committee arrived at
its decision to bring Article 1 before the town. Bill Wilkens spoke on the site
choice. Peter Osier spoke on the cost of the proposed middle school; that
cost being proposed at $4,900,000. Mr. Robert Vogal of Keyes Associates
spoke on the proposed middle school floor plan and site.
Following the completed presentation, the Moderator opened the meeting
to public discussion, at which time, considerable discussion took place.
After hearing all discussion pertinent to this Article, the Moderator dis-
missed the public for a ballot vote. The polls opened at 9:26 P.M. and
closed at 10:45 P.M. Those votes that were cast were 421 votes.
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In the affirmative were 240 votes; in the negative were 180 votes, and one
vote was blank. The Article 1 failed by the two-thirds votes needed to have
it adopted.
Article 2: "To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and
truant officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of
the district; to be set for the coming year as follows:
Moderator $ 10.00
District Clerk 9.00 per hour
Chairman of School Board 520.00
Members of School Board (4) 460.00
District Treasurer 450.00
Article 2 was motioned by Sandy Kardinal and seconded by Susan Roberts.
Discussion occurred concerning this Article. Moderator called for a voice
vote. Article 2 passed by voice vote into effect.
Article 3: "to hear the reports of the Agents, Auditors, Committees of
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto."
Mike Robinette motioned to accept the reports as printed in the 1988
Town Report. Motion seconded by Anne Onion. Motion passed by voice
vote.
Article 4: "to see if the District will vote to authorize and instruct the
Gilmanton School Board to seek any available option(s) with another
School District(s) for a joint educational facility and educational programs
for the purpose of education of Gilmanton Students; and to enter into a
contract if the opportunity is available for the approval of the District
voters at a regular or special school district meeting; or to allow or authorize
the District to take any legislative action regarding contracts, decisions or
motions regarding the joint educational opportunities and facilities with
other School Districts that may be available for consideration at this meet-
ing including the authorization and instruction to call a special district
meeting for said purpose."
Motioned by Mike Robinette and seconded by Susan Roberts. Mr. Wal-
ter Skantze offered an amendment to the motion, which is a replacement of
the wording of Article 4 in its entirety; the motion to amend reads as such:
"to see if the District will vote to authorize and instruct the Gilmanton
School Board to negotiate an "Area School Agreement" or other Contract
with the Barnstead School District for the purpose of having the Gilmanton
School District share an educational facility and programs with Barnstead
School District; said facility to be constructed and financed by the Gilman-
ton School District at the new site off of the White Oak Road. Further if
and when a satisfactory agreement is reached a Special School District
Meeting shall be called to consider the following Articles:
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1. An Article to approve the new Gilmanton/Barnstead Area Agree-
ment.
2. An Article to appropriate the funds to build the new facility and
appropriate the funds via a bond.
The motion was seconded, voice vote in the negative. Amendment to
Article 4 as motioned by W. Skantze and seconded failed by a voice vote.
Sally Hartman made a motion to amend a portion of the wording on
Article 4 to read as such; where Article 4 states "and enter into a contract:
add to "include a tuition or an area agreement" continues "if the oppor-
tunity is available for the approval . . . ." Motion was seconded. Amend-
ment to Article 4 passed by a voice vote.
Linnie Page motioned to amend the amended Article 4 to state that a
deadline of July 1, 1989 be given to the school board to report as to the
status of their negotiations with Barnstead. Motion was seconded. Amend-
ment passed by a voice vote. Article IV as amended by yes voice vote.
Article 5: "to choose committees in relation to any subject embraced in
this warrant." Susan Roberts motioned that this Article 5 be tabled since
there are no Committees to be chosen at this time. Motion was seconded by
Anne Onion. Article 5 was tabled by a voice vote in the affirmative.
Article 6: "to see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for salaries of school district offi-
cers and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the Dis-
trict." Sandy Kardinal motioned the Article and it was seconded by Bill
Philpot. The school district budget at the time of raising this article was
$2,667,253.
Michael Robinette motioned to amend Article 6 as follows: the addition
of $88,164 for the purpose of establishing a Computer Program at Gilman-
ton School. The $88,164 to be allocated as follows:
Amendment No. 1
$36,000 — equipment
28,000 — computer teacher
1,500 — contracted services
22,664 — rental, site preparation and other items associated with pro-
viding two portable classrooms.
Motion was seconded by H. Kardinal. After discussion, Mr. Moderator
called for a voice vote. Amendment No. 1 passed by voice vote.
Amendment No. 2
Anne Onion motioned that Article 6 be amended to include the sum of
$12,000 for the purpose of providing two-fifths Foreign Language Teacher.
Motion was seconded by Bill Philpot. After discussion occurred a voice vote
was taken. Amendment No. 2 passed by voice vote.
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Amendment No. 3
Anne Onion motioned that Article 6 be amended to include the sum of
$6,000 for the purpose of employing one-fifth Health Teacher at the Gil-
manton School. Motion was seconded by Bill Philpot. After discussion
occurred, a voice vote was taken. The Moderator was in doubt of the voice
vote; therefore, he called for the standing vote. Results were 102 — yes and
46 — no. Amendment No. 3 passed by standing vote.
Amendment No. 4
Michael Robinette motioned that Article 6 be amended to add $10,677 to
the budget for the purpose of increasing the School Nurse's salary. Motion
was seconded by Susan Roberts. After discussion occurred, a voice vote was
taken. Amendment No. 4 was passed by voice vote.
A motion was made and seconded to amend the dollar figure total to be
raised and appropriated for the school district budget; That dollar figure to
be $2,784,094. Voice vote was taken. Amended figure for the 1989 school
budget passed by voice vote.
Mr. Bill Philpot made a motion to have the district reconsider the vote on
Article 1 in accord with the provision of RSA 33:8-A (IV) and that said
reconsideration vote be held on April 14, 1989 at 7:30 P.M. Motion was
seconded.
A voice vote was taken. Mr. Moderator was in question of the voice vote;
therefore, he asked for standing vote. Results of standing vote was 73 — yes
and 50 — no.
Mr. Joseph McClary motioned to revote this motion by secret ballot.
Legally, six other registered voters would need to request a ballot vote. The
other six persons that requested the ballot vote were: Mr. George Haddock,
Doris Pennek, Robert Spotts, John Waling, Kathleen Haddock and Allan
Hugalman. The motion was seconded and granted.
The public went to the polls at 12:15 A.M. Polls were closed at 12:46
A.M. Total number of ballots cast were 149: 72 - yes and 77 - no. The
motion was denied by ballot vote. Article 1 will not be reconsidered.
Mr. B. Philpot motioned to adjourn this public hearing and it was
seconded by Mike Robinette. Motioned to adjourn was passed by voice
vote.
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SCHOOL WARRANT
1989
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Gilmanton in the County of
Belknap, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote on District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE GILMANTON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON THURSDAY, THE
23RD DAY OF MARCH 1989, AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING,
TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. "To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
purpose of construction of a middle school on land off White Oaks Road
owned by the Gilmanton School District including equipment and furnish-
ings, architectural fees, site development, professional service fees, and any
items incidental to and/or necessary for said construction;
to determine whether such appropriation shall be raised by the issuance
and sale of bonds or notes on the credit of the Gilmanton School District in
accordance with the provisions of RSA ch. 33, as amended;
to authorize the Gilmanton School Board to invest said monies and to use
the interest earned thereon for said project;
to authorize the Gilmanton School Board to determine:
(1) the time and place of payments of principal and interest,
(2) the rate of interest,
(3) the provisions for the sale of notes and/or bonds, and
(4) all other matters in connection therewith, or to take any other action
relative thereto."
NOTICE: AFTER DISCUSSION, THE VOTE MUST BE TAKEN BY
BALLOT WITH THE POLLS REMAINING OPEN FOR NOT LESS
THAN ONE HOUR.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and truant
officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the
district.
3. To hear the reports of the Agents, Auditors, Committees of Officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To see if the District will vote to authorize and instruct the Gilmanton
School Board to seek an available option(s) with another School District(s)
for a joint educational facility and educational programs for the purpose of
education of Gilmanton Students; and to enter into a contract if the
opportunity is available for the approval of the District voters at a regular
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or special school district meeting; or to allow or authorize the District to
take any legislative action regarding contracts, decisions or motions re-
garding the joint educational opportunities and facilities with other School
Districts that may be available for consideration at this meeting including
the authorization and instruction to call a special school district meeting for
said purpose.
5. To choose Committees in relation to any subject embraced in this
warrant.
6. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropri-
ate for the support of schools, for salaries of school district officers and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
7. To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 27th day of February, 1989.





A true copy of Warrant: Attest:
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FINANCIAL REPORT TO THE STATE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
SUBMITTED BY GILMANTON SCHOOL BOARD
JULY 1, 1988 - JUNE 30, 1989
Expenditures
Elementary — General Fund
1100 Regular Education Programs 708,697.27
1200 Special Education Programs 155,070.31
1400 Other Instructional Programs 6,152.69
2120 Guidance and Attendance 32,740.53
2130 Health 14,449.05
2140 Psychological 8,071.82
2150 Speech Pathology 20,196.06
2210 Improvement of Instruction 4,503.93
2220 Educational Media 42,048.32
2310 School Board 7,511.24
2320 Office of Superintendent 33,680.50
2400 School Administration 80,067.28
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant 83,515.64
2550 Pupil Transportation 126,924.01
2600 Other Services 1,087.07
Total — Elementary Expenditures General Fund 1,324,710.72
High School — General Fund
1100 Regular Education Programs 805,050.49
1200 Special Education 15,622.39
2140 Psychological 346.50
2310 School Board 3,239.94
2320 Office of Superintendent 14,434,50
2550 Pupil Transportation 43,298.45
Total High School Expenditures General Fund 881,992.27
District Wide — General Fund
4000 Facilities Acquisition & Construction 63,703.43
5100 Debt Service (Land purchase included) 41,608.10
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Total District Expenditures General Fund 105,311.53
Total Expenditures - General Fund 2,312,014.52
Revenues
Revenue from Local Sources — General Fund
1121 Taxes — Current Appropriation 2,256,306.00
1122 Deficit Appropriation — —
1500 Earnings and Investments 6,628.42
1990 Other Local Revenue 7.61
Total Revenue from Local Sources — General Fund 2,262,942.03
Revenue from State Sources — General Fund
3110 Foundation Aid 85,339.75
3210 School Building Aid 7,349.48
3240 Handicapped Aid — —
Total revenue from State Sources — General Fund 92,689.23
Total General Fund Revenue 2,355,623.65
Statement of Changes in Fund Surplus
Total Fund Surplus 7/1/88 28,346.48
Plus Revenues (see above) 2,355,623.65
Subtotal 2,383,970.13
Fund Surplus 6/30/89 71,955.61
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LETTER FROM THE SCHOOL BOARD
The school year began as most others in the past have, with more students
than we had projected the year before. The town is responsible for the
education of 500 plus students. The numbers change weekly, sometimes
daily, but usually run around 390 in the elementary and 145 at the Gilford
High School. The extra children (and young adults) were not an insur-
mountable problem. During the summer, the School Board looked into
combining a first and second grade class to try and relieve some of the
classroom space problem. That idea generated the second most amount of
public interest and input that I've seen in my three years on the Board and
died for lack of support. The students were fit into the existing class
structure and we started the year with triple classes in grades K, first, second
and third. Grades four thru eight have two classes each. Next year we expect
another 3 classrooms of kindergarten students and only two classrooms of
eighth grade students will graduate.
The computer, health and language programs that you voted to initiate
and support last year have been enthusiastically received by our students.
The modular classrooms on site now total eight, housed in four units. The
two units in front are being replaced at this writing because they were
discovered to have roofs that did not meet code in this town. Crowded
conditions already existing in the school were exacerbated by this temporary
loss of four classrooms. Even with their return we are still working with
classes and programs that offered from or taught in closets. Our school is
grossly overcrowded — NOW.
Remembering that this is a 25 year old structure, some maintenance needs
to be undertaken. The roof leaks, worse than in previous years so the Board
proposed to replace some of it. The oil tank in the ground out front has to
come out according to State regulations. The outside doors opposite the
principal's office need replacing. The "Bondo" fix is not holding up well.
These and other projects around the school will be proposed to you as a
bond issue and the Board respectfully requests your approval.
The issue that has generated the most amount of public interest is the
same one that this Board and previous Boards have struggled with for the
past five years. What will we build to meet our space and educational
needs? It is a question that leads directly to several more. Where should it be
built? Should we build it on our own? And this year — can we bring the
Gilmanton and Barnstead middle and high school populations into one
facility and run a program that the two towns would be willing to support?
This March will be our fifth presentation of options for your consideration
at a district meeting. The issues have created strong opinions within our
community and passionate stands by several groups.
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Three options are being presented this year. The Board hopes to find a
resolution by harnessing some of the above passion and channeling it into a
series of presentations and debates. Our goal is to provide you, the voter,
with a forum that will give this town the accurate information it needs to
move on an option.
It is my opinion that this town has reached a crossroads in it's educational
and financial history. We can stay with the existing arrangements, create
some new ones or continue to stand in the middle of the road trying to make
up our minds. A step in either direction has major long term effects. Kind
of like becoming a little bit pregnant ... I just keep praying we don't get
hit by a truck while we stand here scratching our heads.
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George B. Roberts, Jr. 457*
School Clerk
Jean Munsey 6





Doris P. Jones 486*
School Board
Ralph G. Forsyth 326*
Anne H. Onion 332*
William Philpot, Jr. 302
Having the plurality of all votes cast, declared elected by the moderator
and took the oath of office as prescribed by law.
CLERK'S NOTES: No one was declared elected as school clerk nor did
anyone take the oath of office for same.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth R. Smithers,
School Clerk, Pro Tern.
NOTE: Because of time requirements the 1990 School Budget and School
Warrant will not be included in the 1989 Town Report.
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GILMANTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE -1979 SCHOOL ADDITION
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AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
August 11, 1989
To the Members of the School Board
Gilmanton School District
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements
of the Gilmanton School District and the combining and individual fund
financial statements of the School District as of and for the year ended June
20, 1989, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial state-
ments. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in note 1C. the general purpose financial statements referred
to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which
should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset
Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above pre-
sent fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Gilmanton
School District at June 30, 1989, and the results of its operations for the
year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of each of the individual funds of the School District at
June 20, 1989, and the results of operations of such funds for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining and
individual fund financial statements. The accompanying financial informa-
tion listed as a schedule in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
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additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements of
the School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose, combining and
individual fund financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in
all material respects to relation to the financial statements of each of the
respective individual funds and account groups, taken as a whole.
Copies of the entire audit are available at the Superintendent of School
Office, Harvard Street Administrative Offices, Harvard Street, Laconia,
New Hampshire.
Paul J. Mercier, Jr., CPA
Carri, Plodzik Sanderson
Professional Association
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Cindy Dodge-Hobson (three-fifths) 17,286
Nancy Farr 29,550
Beatrice Gove 28,010
Linda Gundel (one-half) 10,925
Elizabeth Harbilas 24,930
Joyce Harris 28,780
Julia Hurley (one-fifth) 4,216
Anne Kirby 19,540

















Ruth Anne Winders 24,930
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AL AND ANNIE GILMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARHSIP
Following is that portion of Harold Gilman's will which pertains to the
Board of Education of the Town of Gilmanton. The three percent figure is
equivalent to somewhat more than $3,000.00.
"To distribute three (3%) to the Board of Education of the Town of
Gilmanton, New Hampshire, to be invested by it and its successors, in their
discretion, and the net income therefrom to be given to a deserving child or
children to be selected by the Superintendent of Schools of the Town of
Gilmanton, New Hampshire, and his successors, or other official of said
school having supervision of said children in the Town of Gilmanton, and
to be known as the Al and Annie Gilman Memorial Scholarship."
Awarded to: Shari Wright
HOWARD AND MARY OSLER SCHOLARSHIP
(Established March, 1978)
YEAR AMOUNT RECIPIENT
1979 $25.00 Heidi Beck
1981 $25.00 David Einheimer
1982 $25.00 Stephen Boudette
1983 $25.00 Rachel Clark
1984 $25.00 Brianne Greenfield
1985 $25.00 Neyah Margolis
1986 $25.00 Michael Fanning
1987 $25.00 Rachel Regan
1988 $25.00 Sonja Nieuwejaar
1989 $25.00 Heather Beaudry
1989 $25.00 Katherine Hughes
THE AMY J. SELLIN MEMORIAL FUND
The Amy J. Sellin Memorial Fund was created in May, 1973, by Thorsten
Sellin, a Gilmanton resident, for the purpose of awarding the annual
income to the student of the graduating class of the Gilmanton Elementary
School who "has achieved the best scholastic record. If two such students
qualify equally, the award shall be equally divided between them."
Year: 1989 Recipient: Heath Beaudry and Katherine Hughes
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REPORT OF THE GILMANTON SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1989
Receipts
Beginning Balance $ 2,446.10
Sale of Student Lunches 25,696.89
Sale of Student Milk 3,848.60
Adult Sales 750.60

















Weeks — Concord Eggs 102.06
Weeks - Concord Milk 7,268.38
Weeks — Concord Ice Cream 1,885.77




First, Second and Substitute Cooks 14,964.43
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Miscellaneous Expenses — Expendable Supplies
Weeks — Concord (straws) 70.11
Hallsmith 1,570.44
Dubois Chemicals 105.80
Finance Charge on Milk 65.57
Finance Charge on Ice Cream 16.94
Total Expenses $46,634.19
There were a total of 28,971 lunches served with milk. An additional
18,771 one-half pints of milk were consumed by students and another 344
one-half pints were used by adults at charge of twenty cents, 608 free one-
half pints were served to students which were paid for by the Gilmanton
School Lunch Program.
Lunches were served 180 days with an average daily participation of 160.
Each lunch cost an average of $1 .59 to serve. This does not include the value
of Government USDA Foods used. The program utilized about $3,611.56
(wholesale value) of Government Commodity Foods.
Joanne Patch
School Lunch Director
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JEAN NELSON PARTRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP
In May of 1984, the Nelson family established and annuan award to be
given in memory of Jean Nelson Partridge to an 8th grade student who
exemplifies Jean's qualities of scholarship, average or above, loyalty to
family, friends, community and country; achievement in being kind, hon-
est, dependable and cooperative.
The 1989 recipient was: Lynn Sawyer
CLASS OF 1986 FUND
The Class of 1986 has donated money, the interest from which is to be
awarded each year to a graduating student chosen by the principal and who
fits the following description: should be an all-around person; should have
average or better academic standing; should be active in at least one sport/
extra-curricular activity; if friendly, outgoing person with good sense of
humor; is a helpful citizen of the school, showing kindness to his/her peers,
including positive peer interaction.
Year 1989 Recipient: Lynn Sawyer
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GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS ATTENDING GILFORD MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
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Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 9:00 a.m.- 12:00 a.m.
Closed Tuesday 1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office 267-6726




First Saturday of the month 9:00-11:00
• Selectmen meet each Monday - Call to be placed on Agenda.
• Planning Board meets the second Thursday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Board of Adjustment meets the third Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.•
• Conservation Commission meets the last Wednesday of each month at
7:30 p.m.
• Town Dump — Route 107
Wednesday 7:30-6:00 p.m.; Saturday 7:30-6:00 p.m.
Sunday 9:00-6:00 p.m.
Libraries
G.I.W. opens May Wed. 2:00-4:00 & 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00-12:00 noon
Corner Library opens May to 1st Tues. in Oct.
Tuesday & Wednesday 1:00-3:00 p.m.
Wednesday evening 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Emergency Numbers
Fire Department 524-1545
Police Department Emergency 524-3830
